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OTHER EDITORS PLEASE COPY 1 

Saucerers for several years have bemoaned the passing from the national scene 
of FRANK EDWARDS, since the AF of L fired him using his interest in UFOs as an ex
cuse. Now eomething can be done about it~ The latest w~rd from Edwarde in Indian
apolis, where he is a commentator on TV: The Pabst company is considering sponsoring 
Edwards. As this became known the brewing firm was bombarded with letters asking it 
to put the program on in a wider area. If Pabst can be persuaded to put him on a 
national network, UFOs will be blown right out into the open again and kept there, as 
it was when he did nightly radio reports on events in the saucer field. NJUFOG 
strongly urges anyone with an interest in UFOs to sit down and write a note to the 
address below, asking that Frank Edwards be put on in the writer's area: 

Marshall Lachner, President, Pabst Brewing Co, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 

This is of importance: do it today~ If the firm gets a heavy mail count, it can-
and will~be done~ 

AFTER HOLDING BREATH 
The National Investigation!'! Committee on Aerial Phenomena has finally gotten 

out of the hole in which it found itself, and is now steaming ahead into what n~w ap
pears to be a ~raotical, sensible plan of action. In confidential material recently 
sent from DONALD KEYHOE, Director of NICAP, to saucer organizations, it. was strongly 
stressed NICAP will not interfere with the smaller groups and will, indeed, work with 
them, drawing heavily on them for support and help. 

A few points noted in the report: 1) T. Townsend Brown has resigned. 2) NICAP's 
payroll does not amount to the fantastic figures reported; the only cash paid was 
$175 to Brown for his services from August to January. 3) Heavy commitments have been 
disapproved and were at last figure cut to realistic bounds. 

NICAP is asking a yearly membership fee of $7.50 of which we heartily approve 
and su~gest you take advantage. You get membership; a monthly 32 page publication 
(first issue next month); special or confidential bulletins when necessary; and later 
possibly a larger magazine, based on favorable subseauent devel~pments. Keyhoe stres
sed NICAP will ~uote the smaller groups and set up a nationwide reportorial network 
with local evaluation groups. 

NJUFOG recommends NICAP; you'll note we've been extremely reticent until now, 
as have most other publications. Now we're behind it lOOfo: with Don Keyhoe and oth
ers of his calibre in the driver's seat, NICAP is well worth your time, money, and 
interest. 

Most of the credit for NICAP belongs to two persons: Keyhoe, who was responsi
ble for seouring the interest and services of the Board (listed below), and for get
ting it out of a severely problematical situation; and MRS. ROSE HACKETT, longtime 
saucerer who left .her own group in Baltimore and has given unselfishly of her time 
and efforts to NICAP. To both these stalwarts: our salute! 

BOARD OF GOVERN 0 R S 
Rear Adm. Delmer s. Fahrney, USN (Re·i:;), Chmn.; Chadd's Ford, Penna. 
Lt . Gen. William E. Kepner, USAF (Rei )J Winter Park, Fla. 
B~ig. Gen. Thomas B. Catron, USA (Ret); Baltimore, Md. 
Col. Robert B. Emerson, USAR; Kaiser Aluminum Co., Baton Rouge, La. 
Rev. Albert H. Baller; Robbins Mem'l. Congregational Churoh, Greenfield, Mass. 
Rev. Leon C. LeVan; New Jerusalem Church, Pittsburgh, Penna. 
Prof. Charles A. 1eney; Physics Dept., Defiance College, Defiance, Ohio 
Talbot T. Speer; Speer Foundation, Baltimore, Md. 
Abraham M. Sonnabend; Pres., Hotel Corp. of America, Boston, Mass. 
Frank Edward.s; Essex House, Indianapolis, Ind. /31 
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FULL FAHRNEY STATEMENT 2 

Most of the major papers and wire services carried the statement by REAR ADMIR
AL FAHHNEY; this comprised an important bit of promotion for NICAP. The quotation in 
most of tho rGports, however, wae incomplete, Because the deleted portions were, we 
felt, of eoual or superior value, we are herewith reprinting the whole statement: 

"Reliable reports indicate that there are obj acts coming into our atmosphere at 
very high speeds ••• no agency in this country or Russia is able to duplicate at this 
time the speeds and accelerations which radars and observers indicate these flying 
obj ects are able to achieve. 

"There are signs that an intelligence guides these objects because of the way 
they fly. The way they change position in formations would indicate that their mo
tion is directed, The Air Force is collecting factual data on which to base an opin
ion, but time is required to sift and correla·te the rmterial. 

"As long as such unidentified objects continue to navigate through the earth's 
atmosphere , there is an urgent need to know the facts. M:any observers have ceased to 
report their findin~s to the Air Force because of the seeming frustration--that is, 
all informa.tion going in, and none coming out. It is in this area that NICAP may 
find its r-reatest mission. 

"We a re in a position to screen independently all UFO information coming in from 
our filter groups. 

"General Albert C. Wedemeyer will serve the Committee as Evaluations Adviser 
and complete analyses will be arranged through lea ding scientists. After car·eful 
evalua tion, we shall release our findings to the public." 

" , KEYHOE VSo ''EARTH VSo'' AND OTHERS 
DONALD KEYHOE has finally come out with a statement about "Earth Vs. the Flying 

Saucers," which supposedly is an adaptation of his book, "Flying Saucers from Outer 
~pace." We have repeatedly dismayed the connection, and Keyhoe has now said: 

"First, I very much re~ent being misled into thinking ·this was to be a document ,.. 
a ry picture . Second, I refused to make oorsonal appearances with the film. My puh~ 
lis hers ... sold the film rights.,. the Hollywood agent who handled the matter ... assu1· eri. 
me it would be a documentary, •• dramatized, but fully documentary as far as the sau~s~ 
items were concerned, They had no title then ••• I never heard the title until the 
picture was finished. I did not serve as technical director as some (magazines) have 
stated. I did not go to Hollywood, never talked with (anyone) •• ,! did agree to make 
personal appea r a nces if the film was,,,documentary ••• I have not seen the film Rnd 
from what I've heard about it I don't intend to." 

Speaking of Keyhoe, we spoke to him regarding statements about him in two FS 
publications. JAMES MOSELEY, editor of SAUCER NEWS (Box 163, Fort Lee, N. J,) re
tl \~rted Keyhoe appeared a.t Giant Rock Airport last year. Keyhoe 's reply is "I was 
n·1where near there, and never had any intention of appearing at the Spacecraft Con
v ;n:l:. ion run by GEORGE VAN TASSEL. 

GRAY BARKER 3s SAUCERIAN Dl~LETIN (Box 2228, Clarksburg, W. Va.) in October ran 
't he f ollowing it em: "1'!.~ T\\!iT;S- K:·~·7I-ICF ~ii·'J:Y-HAYE-AN·· ;~xPLAK.'i'J.'ION-FOR-DEPT: An out-of··"tovm 
:::1 1-~ ·· 'J flrer ••• told us of »;i;b:-:d L·:g ;: : ~·.s yhoe :i. ectm:·.3 i~ J:laytona Beach, Fla. After ·ens 
l r- · ~:; 1; 1· e KEYHOE WAS PICm~D l'P ····J-! A BJti; ARM Y" CAR , . a.~ c rcding to the informant ." i'ffe,;i. 
rC .' : ' · .,. ~,e 's commen·c to us or. th h -; ::wr,a , 'rhere was n~ Ar"n.y car; he did go to lunch vd· .... ~ h 
~;.1 t-. ~r Force Intollip.:enc e offOic:;.-:· who happen ed ·i;~ bfl i.n the a rea c}lecking a sigLt ~.ng 
r··v~· ~· .. o off:>:~ ial c ontac·~ 1 mer e~y u :L'~~ i.endly vis:l:c . 'Kf\{~. oe sti:- e s sed~ in further q•.,:atlt
.t ' ·i<r"g t he credulity of such gc.-ssip,. in-print, there wau no WiA, USAF', or any officdal 
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EDITORIALS 3 

With this issue of UFO NEWSLETTER we are operating under a new system. The for
mat of the publication has not greatly changed but the · Newsletter is larger ::tnd, of 
eourse, more expensive. Our system of paying membership to NJUFOG expired 31 Decem
ber and the Executive Committee purposely decided against extending the old system 
further. That oblir,ation t a ken care of, we are continuing on an informal basis. The 
main t hing holding us together will now be the UFO NEVfflLETTER, which will continue to 
be published. 

'l'he schedule is roughly every month or five weeks but it will be determined more 
by the a u~ntity and urgency of the news at hand. Ten issues will be published each 
year at the r ate of 301- an issue or $2.50 for a year's subscription. Foreign subscri
bers should advise whether they wish surface or air mail service; rates will be sup
plied on request. This issue's circulation is heavy to advise old and new readers of 
what they may expect. The subseouent issue will be sent only to organizations on ex
change lists, and to those who wish to guarantee recei-pt by entering a paid subscript
ion. Checks and money orders should be made out to Lee R. Munsick, Editor, and sent 
to the Grou-p address, 

This NEWSLETTER goes gratis to other organizations throughout the world; at last 
count 110 groups in 20 countries~ We t ake this opportunity to reouest that editors 
of other -publications please place NJUFOG on their mailing lists if they have not done 
so so that we may be assured of exchange receipt of all allied material. Our sources 
ar e identified; permission is granted to copy all material. Please credit North 
Jersey UFO Group, the UFO NEWSLETTER, or Lee R. Munsick, editor, 

The initia l mailing of this NEWSLETTER sees it being sent out at a reduced rate. 
The reason for this is simple: it's cheaper that way. We'll be ouite frank in saying 
thnt when one is mailing out several hundred copies of something at once, it pays to 
send it at s econd, third, or lower-class r ates. But the fact that we are currently 
utilizing the benefits of such action does not deter us from feeling the inequities of 
such a nonsensical postal system. At the present time there is a move in the u. s. 
Con r,ress to raise first class rates from 3d- an ounce to 5¢, and air mail from 6¢ to 
7¢ and at the same time r a is e postal vmges. The public and various branches of comm
unication media have reacted strongly in opposition, and at this writing the Post Of
fice Department has revised its re~uest, asking for the 4¢ figure which was defeated 
last year. All of this is not getting any closer to the heart of the problem; first
class rrail pays for itself and more now at 3¢. \IIJhat costs is the special rate stuff 
(largely not publications, but rather the flyer, or "junk" mail) which does not pa y 
for itself, and is subsidized by the first-class profits, and conr ressional allocation. 
We su~gest if you intend to take part in any action regarding the postal r ate changes 
you ask that Congress override the strong direct-mail lobby, and reevaluate the direct 
mail r ates to bring them into line with reality, making them pay their own way. Then 
there will be no need to up the first-class rates, making the small user carry the 
chore of sustaining the large volume (and profit-making) users. Write Sen. Olin D. 
Johnston, Cha irman of the Senate Post Office and Civil Service Comm., Washington, D.C. 

Your editor would like to issue a warning to other editors: The l atest publish
er to be taken in by William c. Lamb, of Newcastle, 1'lyoming, has been CORAL LORENZEN, 
of the APRO BULI£TIN. This man's writings reflect his lack of comprehension of the 
saucer problem; it occurs to us he would be better ignored. Mrs. Lorenzen's group, 
by the way, is now in its sixth year of UFO research; her newest innovation is to 
chan~e the FS designation to UAO in her ma gazine, standing for Unconventional Aerial 
Objects. Her magazine (1712 Van Court, Alamagordo, N. M.) is a must for all UFOers. 

This edition of UFO NEWSLETTER is a large one, made up of both factual inform~ 
ation and quite a bit of editorial opinion. We depend to a great deal upon our r ead
ers for informat ion; you can help by sending in anything which may be of value: n~~s
paper clip-pings, local sighting reports, opinions, suggestions, etc. 
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PROFESSIONAL ASl-RONOMER ON UF01S 4 

by Nelson Rebel* 

Tha.t group3 such e.s yours are interested in the views of scientists is, I believe 
a very healthy sign. Your open minded and serious approach to the whole ouestion is 
the only sort of foundation that can support a study of any weight. 

Scientists (and I think most naturally of astronomers) have learned and are 
still learning through bitter experience that even first rate observations carried 
out under controlled conditions are ouite c~pable of leading to completely erroneous 
conclusions. The study of the extragalactic nebulae was held up for a number of fac
tors. Amon~ the most important of these factors was a set of observations and meas
urements which llppeared to indicate quite conclusively that these objects had motions 
which vrere comoletely incompatible with the possibility of their being outside of our 
milky way sys t em. These measurements and the conclusions drawn from them have long 
ago been found to be completely in error. How these particular errors entered is 
still not fully understood for the man who carried out this work was a competent and 
respected astronomer. 

Such a situation ie not exceptional in science. Even Einstein's theory of 
special rele.tivity ran into something of a snag when it came to a certain set of 
measurements (of the so called "e·ther drift"). Here, fortunately it was quickly de
cided that since the th~ ory was so well supported in every other way, there must have 
been something wrong with these particular observations. Only recently (thirty years 
aft~r they were made) the observations were successfully re-examined, and the subtle 
source of thA trouble was at l ast found. 

In view of this sort of experience, scientists tend to be super-cautious even 
when treating the observational results of carefully controlled experiments. It is 
therefore not hard to understand why they are quite suspicious and hesitant as regards 
the sir-htings of unidentified flying objects. The observations of these objects are 
in no way controlled (surprise is not a helpful factor in any way) and the observ
ations are very seldom made by observers having more than a superficial scientific 
back~round (So far as I know, not a. single sighting has been reported by an astrono
mer; and yet as a group they should know the ni ~ht sky as well as any group. It is 
true of course that there a.re not a great many astronomers. ( 1) 

As you are well aware, a goodly number of sightings (85 to 901.?) can be readily 
explained in terms of well known causes such as stars, planets, weather balloons, 
noctilucent clouds, searchlight and cloud effects, aircraft, etc. My only experience 
involved a call from McGuire Field. The object was found to be none other than the 
bright star Sirius which happened on this particular night to be twinkling: more 
strongly than usual (I happened once to see a most unusual phenomenon in the night 
sky, and it seemed at first sight to be weirdly unnatural. A few minutes of closer 
study finally showed that it was no more than an unusual combination of searchlight 
and cloud. ) • 

There can be no question, I believe, that a number of sightings are deliberate 
hoaxes. I have had the good or bad fortune to have been shown a book on "flying sau
cers 11 in which at least a goodly number of the nhotographs were obviously the results 
of rather poorly executed attemots at retouching. The text was even less believable; 
the author claiming to have seen and photographed on numerous occasions "flying 
saucers" directly between himself and the moon as a background. This description is 
highly suspect for a number of reasons. Considering the most simple objection, one 
can simply note that the moon has been observed by a great number of professional 
astronomers and by countless first-rate amateurs, for what must easily have totaled 
many millions of hours within the past fifty years, and yet not a single observation 
of this kind has ever been hinted at. (2) And yet the author of this particular book 
claims to have seen and photograohed flying saucers between himself and the moon not 
just once but on severa l occasions. This I cannot believe. 



I suppose that you will agree that there have been a number of such deliberate 5 
frauds, but these do not of course rule out the possibility of actual sightings of 
"unusual" ob,iects. It is, however, very discouraging to a scientist to realize that 
no matter how many sightings he might explain in terms of natural explanations or de
liberate frauds, it is still ever so much easier to sight than to sink them. A field 
in which deliberate frauds are boldly paraded in books of wide circulation is hardly 
one in which character and personal integrity will be held in high esteem. (3) 

And now, from the sightings that are explicable and from the hoaxer, we turn to 
the unknown residuum. Here I suspect that a goodly number of the actual sightings 
can be explained in terms of unusual ontical properties of the atmosnhere that exist 
at particular times. As you know, temperature inversions can account for the refrac
tion of t errestrial lights in such a way that they may seem to come from the sky. In 
this way the headlights on moving cars can give rise to most remarkable effects as 
far as sudden changes in direction and speed are concerned. Still other si?htings 
must be due to a subtle mixture of natural occurance and psychological response. 

Even in certain astronomical observations we encounter the psychological factor. 
Several competent observers, for example, have claimed to have seen remarkable fine 
structures on the surface of Mars (the "canals"), while others eaue.lly or even more 
able observers, using equipment and conditions that were as good or better, have 
seen only broad and diffuse features. The verdict on the canals seems today to be 
rather strongly in the negative. (4) It seems that an observer--even a well trained 
and conscientious one--can become a victim of his own imagination in rather subtle 
ways. 

But with what are we left after all of this? I for one don't know. You know 
better than I which of the sightings might be explicable in terms of the above pos
sibilities; and yet as I understand it, there remain a small number of sightings that 
appear to be difficult to explain in such terms. I can't help but be very cautious 
with regard to suCh uncontrolled observations; and there are still other possible 
explanations in the form of military hardware still under wraps, etc. 

The whole ouestion seems in many ways to bear a good deal of similarity to the 
old question of s~a serpents. To my knowledge, nothing has yet been found in the way 
of sea monsters that has even approached in dimension or form the beasts described 
by the seamen of old. 

I hope that my mind is an open one. Today I find myself altogether unable to 
jump 9n any bandwagon; and until I have been shown considerably more than I have at 
present seen~ my position can hardly change. The best scientists seem to possess 
among other oualities the ability to proceed with an undogmatic but a cautious eye. 
(5) Speculation is not in itself a bad thing; but unfounded or poorly founded spec
ulation piled upon one another are more subtle than quicksand--and more deadly. Per
haps we can do no better with respect to the problem of unidentified flying obj acts 
than to be scientific in this best sense. 

(Editor's note: -l*-with this issue, UFO NEWSLETI'ER inaugurates a series of art~ 
icles relating to the UFO and allied fields, written by outstanding persons and 
trained people, such as prominent UFOlogists, astronomers, pilots, etc. Our first 
article above was written by a young Astrophysicist, whose identity unfortunately 
must be me.sked by a pseudonym. In the future we will strive to identify all authors. 

The contributor majored in Astrophysics in one of the middle west's finest 
institutions of learning and is now an instructor at one of the east's biggest a .w. 
most well known universities. He is on the staff of that university's observatc .·;r 
and recently was on leave for a tour of duty at XERXES OBSERVATORY. All of thes .7 
place names would be instantly recognizable by the reader. 

In anticipation of a flood of letters about the above article, your editor 
would like to point out the following, brought up by remarks in the article denotod ~ 
by the note numbers in parentheses. Continued on page 27 ) 
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Co Solo ·OF No Yo BUSY 6 

Our delayed report on officers of CIVILIAN SAUCER INTELLIGENCE OF NEW YORK: 
President, JOHN DUBARRY, former Aviation editor of TRUE, responsible for DONALD KEY
HOE'S interest in saucers, and prominent aviation writer and enthusiast; Vice-Presi
dent for Public Relations, IVAN T. SANDERSON, lecturer, author, naturalist, UFOlogist; 
~ecretary, ALEXANDER MEBANE, who has so well occupied that post for a period of time 
during which CSI has best defined its aims and methods and outdone itself in opera
tions; Treasurer, ISABEL DAVIS, one of the 'big three' who devote so much time to 
keepin~ CSI ~oin~ and making it the outstanding civilian saucer group; and Research 
Director, TED BLOECHER, who in spite of a lack of extensive technical training (i.e., 
he is not a PhD. or professional astronomer, etc., as demanded by Menzel et al), is 
especially cRpable in that office, particularly with his astonishing photomemory. 

CSI's most recent public meeting heard a very well prepared and most informative 
and amusing illustrated lecture by the Rev. ALBERT BALLER of Greenfield, Mass. enti
tled "Mystery in the Skies." Baller is a member of the NICAP Board of Governors (see 
story this issue). In a members' meeting 8 March, reports on NICAP, 'little men' 
stories, the ESFA meeting, and a tape by WAVENEY GIRVAN (see excerpts this issue) 
were heard. 

The CSI NEWS LETTER No. 6 for December "is devoted for the most part to recent 
events which, in (the editors') opinion, are not genuine." The writers outline their 
case for "The Need for Outspoken Criticisma" 

1. "Everyone who has been seriously interested in UFOs for some time 
comes to realize that in addition to the genuine or apparently genuine 
data, there are three kinds of spurious pseudo-data that have to be 
weeded out and rejected: the false stories produced by deliberate and 
cynical hoaxers, the false stories produced by the insane or emotion
ally unstable, and the honest errors of observation that result from 
mistaking some natural or man-made object for a UFO. 

2. "Frank criticism, disagreeable as it may be, is essential for our own 
education. It takes some time for a novice in UFO research to 
develop a judicious attitude: he almost always begins by accepting 
more than he should, and with increasing experience makes the painful 
discovery that he has lots of 'unlearning' to do. · 

3. "Unless we have the courage publicly to repudiate the spurious, we 
shall not only betray our responsibility to other UFO students, and 
become a laughing-stock to the public at large; we shall also dis
appoint and repel those who are able to make the discriminations 
which we have shirked. There are many intelligent persons, partic
ularly in the field of science, who realize that the subject of UFOs 
must have some factual basis; but on looking into the literature of 
the field, they have found it is riddled with evident fraud, and 
that even the would-be factual works are marred by overenthusiastic 
acceptance of the dubious. So long as 'saucer research' is of this 
calibre, they will not endanger their own reputations by acknowledg
in~ their interest in it. They are capable of recognizing the irra
tionality of total rejection, as exemplified by DONALD ~~NZEL; but 
they will not accept a GEORGE ADAMSKI, or even an H. T. WILKINS, as 
an alternative. They demand--and it is a justifiable demand--lead
ership which is not too obviously vulnerable to the ridicule of the 
skeptics." 

This particular issue of CSI NEWS LETTER (CSI of NY, Lex Mebane, Secy., 245 Waot 
104 St., Apt. 8-B, New York 25, N. Y .-Note new address) is worthy of retention f ~·r 
posterity; if you don't have a copy try to get one. It runs to 25 pages of solid•u 
packed reporting and editorialization. 186 
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There are a few exceptions to the rule of excellence here, minor in nature: a 7 
misidentification of sources within NJUFOG of data; misspelling of "LONG JOHN" NEBEL; 
a half-hearted explanation of your editor's actions in a recent investigation, the 
publication of which was done out of altruistic motives but probably should have been 
left to the person involved. But generally CSI outdid itself in the field of saucer 
apolo~etics, and evolves head and shoulders above any of the other groups and most 
authors, as a result of this single NEWS LETTER. Is it fair to assume it is possible 
to attain this high calibre ~o~tinually? We hope so. 

INVESTIGATIONS REVIEWED, PREVIEWED 
The MOSS SUBCOMMITTEE's work unfortunately was not too much help to the saucer 

field, contrary to the hopes of many. The House Government Information Subcommittee 
did come up with an amendment to 5 USC 22. The following is from the committee's 
statement of 9 January: "This statute has been cited repeatedly by the executive 
departments to justify refusals of inforrmtion, Con~essman Fascell (D. ,Fla.) will 
cosponsor the bill with Congressmm Moss (D. ,Cal.) ••• the original law was designed 
as a 'housekeepin~' statute authorizing executive departments to make rules estab
lishing filing systems and other procedures. It states that department heads may 
prescribe regulations for 'the custody, use and preservation' of records. In recent 
years, the phrase has been used by departments seeking legal sanction for witholding 
inf0rmation." The amendment would add to the statute this final sentence: "This sec
tion does not authorize witholding information from the public or limiting the 
availability of records to the public." 

~ile this was the only official outcome of the investigations, there were more 
results. Conf!I"essman Hoss was apparently pioued by the findings. An item dated 16 
February says "Congressman John Moss of California says the res.ignation of Assistant 
Defense Secretary Robert Ross gives the Pentagon what (he) calls an excellent oppor
tunity to imnrove its ~ublic information policies. Moss su~gested that Ross' succes
sor should be a man trained to give out information, not to cover it up." (AP) The 
President's nominee to the post was his assistant news secretary, Murray Snyder, so 
he should fill that description. 

In another indirect result, the Senate became interested in the problem. Sen. 
Henninp:s (D.,Mo.) originally was to sponsor the above amendment in the Senate, but 
in later reports, dated 31 January: "Senate probers have decided to study the problem 
of secrecy in government. The chairman of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights-
Senator Thomas Hennings of }Kissouri--says his group's major project will be a study 
of ~overnmental secrecy as it affects rights guaranteed by the Constitution and par
ticularly the free press guarantee." (AP) 

NJUFOG strongly recommends those interested write to Sen. Hennings (Senate Of
fice Bldg., Washington 25, D. c.) urging the question of Pentagon interference with 
public information about UFOs be included in the agenda. Also write your Senator. 

REAL PROBLEM WITH OUR AIR FORCE? 
After a period of several months, correspondence between NJUFOG and a group of 

-' incompetent Air Force personnel finally routed one :Major who knew what Yres being re
auested, and what a logical, sensible letter of explanation could do. •rt i s writer 
asked for a copy of BLUE BOOK SPECIAL REPORT J>!O. 14, ci :;ing ·t:r1e copy givon to DR. 
LEON DAVIDSON (See separate story this issue). After g )tti~ g a series of half truths 
double talk, false statements, and general nonsense fro .·n varioas officers up to the 
rank of Colonel, MAJOR ANDREW" J. WOOD, of the Office of the Secretary's Information 
Services, sent the following: 

"Project BLlE BOOK is unclassified and has been loaned out to several agencies 
from time to time, including Dr. Leon Davidson, but not on a permanent basis due t~ 
a limited number of copies. 

WILL SOMEONE PLEASE TELL US: Who is Mr. Lutterworth? ? ? ? Huh? Please ????· , ... 187 
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''Colonel Hugh Day's office in New York supplied Dr. Davidson with a copy of th~ 
report which was returned to his office within three WeAks. 

"The limited number of conies '117hich are maintained here and in New York are 
available to be read unon visitation or on a loan basis. 11 

ASTRONOMERS' RANKS CRACKING? 
There has been continued interest in the resignation from the BRITISH ASTRONOM

ICAL ASSOCIATION of H. PERCY WILKINS, prominent amateur British astronomer. Uillcins 
cited the lack of 11freedom of expression and the right of everybody to report n hat 
he sees, 11 and has orf!'anized the Dl'I'ERNATIONAL LUNAR SOCIETY ( 35, Fairlavm Ave., Bex
J.eyheath, Kent, Enp:land) which already includes many professional and highly quali
f:'.erl astronomers~ as "an international body, free from petty spite and jealousy, 11 

'l'lo list of offir.ers has been announced. They are: President, Dr. Wilkim;; Vice· 
"t;ro3 ident, PROFESSOR \7,.. H. HAAS., of ·che U .. SoA.; General Secretar:'t, HERR. RJTH, of 
~k . :·-rany~ and Perr:.anent Secretary, PROFESSOR A. PALUZIE (to whom inquiries should be 
~. d:.,essed, at Dipt: ~acio.tJ. 337, Barcelona, Spain). The journal of ILS will be pub
H.s~'lad semi-annua1.ly with the first issue noVT available. 

CLYDE TOMBAUGH, the professional astronomer and research professor who disc0v
erod Pluto, said recently 11Un:'.dentified Flying Objects se!"n in recent years may bo 
c<. :'1:·;_ng from Otltside our ovm solar system." Tomlm.uf.!h, officially on the research 
staf f a.t New Hexico A & M College, says 11there may be many vrorlds besides our own 
wbi.;h would sustain life." But he added it's be lieved none other of the planets in 
ouJ.~ ovm solar sydem is so favored. Readin~ bei.ween the lines, this becomes an 
immt,:'lsely important s tateMent, brought on in the main because of Tombaughvs 0'1."Jl'l 

si~Zl'rtinp: of an honest to r;oodness UFO vrhich he didn't understand. (AP) 

DR. ROB~RT s. RICHARDSON, a California astronomer, reports a network of irr~gu
la.r, crookeds blue, veinlike l :'..nes on the bright red ~esert areas of MJL'tS. He s..tys 
he g ot a. nuick view of the ma.:ckings, quite different from the long, straight, a.ncl 
great-circle lines reported !:.>y others, in June 1956 on the MI' o 1!J'ILSON TELESCOPE 
when wfurs \~S approximately 74,000,000 miles away. He says he thinks they probably 
are canals. This inforrm.tion was published in a leaflet by the ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 
OF THE F!i.CIFIO. (AP) 

DR. s. AREND of the Uccle 9 Belgium, Observatory, has discovered a 'new• cC'met 
in conjunction with his a.ssoC'iates P.o~7la.nd (the comet will th~n·efore be named .P..rond ... 
Rc.1:via.nd) o They first r;aw it 8 Nover::b ·sr 1956 af·~er it was allegedly pulled from it3 
no'f'mal orbit by the effects of Ura.nw.J or Jupiter. Some estimates say it will be 
brighter than \IIJ8.S HALLEY'S COMET wh en the latter appeared le.s·l; in 1910 (it will not 
ret·; crn until 1986), and could be seen du:r.ing daylight hours A FLYING SAUCER REV:u<;v~ 
of r:~"~la.nd ouotes BRITISH ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCB.TION member DRo BERNARD FINCH on the 
subj:,~t, with a surprising series of questions: 11Ha.ve we he.-e the beginning of a 
grt:a't event in the Cosmic history of our solar system? One must stop to think that 
he!'fl we have a.n alien object from the outer realms of space approaching close to our 
planet, ~~y not this object bring with it alien life=-in one form or another? The 
future will tell and we must carefully examine, weigh up anc analyse any strange 
happeninfZB on this earth in the not too distant periods Th"3 next year will be one 
of J.m.."'lense intere3·c-for-, coupled v1~.'0h this passi:'lg comet, -t;l;,e ea.rlh satellite pr·o
gre.n·-~~11':1 will be in full swingo ~~ Th0 ~omet will -;;e the brigh·b :3t obj ect in the s ky by 
the ond of APril! This writer cannot help wondering ~i. f Dr. Finch will suffer the 
same fate fo~ his statements (he also has an extensive article in the REVIEW) as ~id 
Dr. Wilkins a.t the hands of the BAA. 

DR. DONALD H. MENZEL of Harvard has made a statement that interplanetary trave: 
will be possible "within the next deoade." If he's so f:lure l'l1an will make his leJ.,:J 
int.:> space by 1966, why can he not bring himself to con9ider the possibility tha·c 
soma other civilization may have been vmtching us from space for some time? In ths 
same vein, \VILLY LEY tells us he feels the first space-rocket crew is now with us: 
in elementary school: 188 
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In contrast, DR. LEE DE FOREST, the American father of electronics, has predict: 
ed that man vrill never reach the Moon .. regardless of all future scientific advances." 
He went on to say that "Man is inherently an earthy creature, and only his scientific 
i magination will ever mke him a olanetary emigrant ••• to place a man in a multiste.ge 
rocket and project him into the controlling gravitational field of the moon, where 
the passen~ter can nnke scientific observations, perhaps land alive, and then return 
to earth, all that constitutes a wild dream vrorthy of Jules Verne." 

THINKING 'SCOPE BOYS TOooo 
Surprising insert in "Man to Man Answers" in the January TRUE Iifa.gazine illus

trates the oa inful absence of JOHN DUBARRY and KEN PURDY from the staff: 

uq. Are there small satellites between the earth and the Moon? I belieYe 
I have seen them. Eugene Hetcalfe, Paris, Ill. 

"A • . i\stronomers have seen them too. They also know they are not satellites, 
but airplanes, insects, birds, floating nlants. No existing satellites 
circle the earth between us and the moon. Dr. Rice of t he Hayden 
Planetarium says he has also seen objects cross the fact (sic) of the 
aun and that they are usua lly airplanes." 

Interesting to note at leaat one professional is now spending a great deal of 
hio time under contract, looking for imects, birds, planes, balloons, etc. Aside 
from the fact that a stronomers' telescopes are focused too far out to show such 
thinp:s, this whole article is ridiculous. As to TRUE: noh come on now, fellas." 

Word was recently released that the SCHMIDT TELESCOPE at PALOMAR OBSERVATORY 
(NOT Palomar Gardens!) was the instrument involved in the 1951 discovery of the new 
planet GEOGRAPHOS which is about a mile in diameter and follows an elliptical orbit 
which intercepts earth's; we trust not both at the same tine! The planet has a 17 
earth-months year, and in 1969 will come to within 4,000,000 miles of earth. 

MOSELEY NOT TOP ANT l ~ADAtV\SKI-ITE? 
Newest to join the field arrayed against GEORGE JU)AMSK! is LONZO DOVE, a prof

essional nhotographer and amateur astronomer from Broadway, Virginia. In an article 
in the October issue of URANUS ( 31 Kings Read, London s. r1. 3, England), Dsve analyses 
the Adamski nhotographs. The following, quoted from that article, is an extract from 
Dove's work, based on Adamski's own estimated size of the "Scout Ship" as 36' Diam. 

"Assumed dian:eter 36 feet: In the photograph the front bulb is 15 ft. closer to 
the eye than the rear bulbs, and a fine measurement shov1s the perspective shortening 
to be l/2lst. in difference. Therefore the distance from the object to the eye of 
the camera must be 21 times 15 ft. which equals 315 rt. At that distance the 36 ft. 
object would subtend an angle of 7 degrees, and the image in Adamski's telescope 
would be about ~ ins. The eyepiece lens covers only a fraction of this primary 
image, therefore the photo showing nearly the whole of the object could not have been 
taken throu~h a telescope. The same angles and conclusions would apply to a smaller 
model of the saucer at closer range. Houever, a box camera of 4 in. focal length 
would give this image about t in. size, hence the photograph must be an enlargement 
of the ori~inal negative image. lfy telescope total view is only one degree. A 
twelve inch model would be 9 rt. avmy to give an 'Adamski' image. 

"The 'Brownie • photograPh with much shortened vertical perspective and lack of 
focus, shows a closer viewpoint of about lt times the dia.m' of the object. At 55 n. 
the ob.i act could not be out of focus vrith the back€!I'ound in focus. Hence it must be 
a. 12 in. model only 18 in. away from the camera lens--which would produce exactly 
this kind of picture iim.ge 2 in. in size. 11 

The December issue of URANUS continues Dove's report, but makes an unfortunat e 
editorial error in offering that because a book is ghost-written, it is therefore 189 
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immediately worthless. Beyond this imnature and rathet- surprising attitude (coming 
from a professional publishing fi~ Markham House Press), there seem to be some 
considered rena.rks which shed new shadow on the claims of the Palomar Profit (all 
~ intended). The C.L.J. mentioned is the ghost writer of "Flying Saucers Have 
Landed." 

"We ••• have extracts from several letters which passed from C.L.J. to Hr. Lonzo 
Dove. The letters date from 31st Jey, 1952 to 25th. July, 1953. On 24th. January, 
1953 C.L.J. wrote, 'Things are all mixed up, publicity not handled right, pathetic 
and (Adamski's) story is too prosaic, not put together right ••• (6th. December, 1952:) 
I will take (a photograph) along ••• together with those George Adamski has given me ••• • 

"Now, then, this is really something, when we compare the dates, the letter ob
viously refers to photographs taken by (Adamski) and C.L.J. received them from 
Adamski on 1st. December, twelve days before he is supposed to have taken them 
according to the text in the book. 

"It is also fairly certain from further inforne.tion that the •contact • was pre
planned by Adamski and (George Hunt) Williamson. 

"A HR. ART JAFliffiAY wrote also on 13th. March, 1953, 'I have the Adamski photos 
and checked with DR. LA PAZ and the director of Palomar on the authenticity of the 
pictures and they both tell me they are not r:enuine. • 

"(Adamski has) ••• been given every available opportunity to defend himself, but 
he has failed to do so and unless some sensational new tncts come to light we must 
write 'finis' to the • Adamski Saga'." 

It is unfortunate that in further steps in this story, two mistakes have been 
made by two prominent sauoerers; mistakes in judgement. The first was made by the 
•c.L.J.' mentioned, who happens to edit a newsletter type of nublication, which con
centrates heavily on information {actually much of it very valuable) about saucers. 
Her mistake was in insisting her name not be brought up, thus making her appear guil
ty of sornethin~, and also in basing her defense to the charges only on the fact that 
having ~host-written a book is not a condemne.tion of the supposed author's story, 
and not challenging the statements of fact and phot oanalysis involved. 

The second error 't'JaS by the editor of SAUCER NE\VS, JAMES MOSELEY (Now off on 
another junket to Peru), in revealing the name of C.L.J. against her obvious, if 
poorly advised, wishes. This writer wrote to C.L.J. long be:f .:Jre Moseley last return
ed from South America, requesting her name be allowed in this article. Her reply: 

"I want it all as impersonal as possible for in that vray the FACTS will stand 
out for themselves. Names are not important at this time-at least not in the work 
I am doin~. flhen one gets into the negative it just builds higher and higher and the 
nain objective is lost and also ill feeling motmts." 

\fuile your editor did not agree with C.L.J.'s stand, he fully respected her 
right to the position and will bide by it. Surely other editors will, also. Mr. 
Moseley should remember that although his nagazine might not be considered by the 
re.ueral public as such, it is part of the fourth estate, no matter how specialized. a 
:field in which it deals: there are certain methods of proceo.t~re by which he should 
operate, rememberin~ his obligation not only of presenting the important facts to the 
reader, but also to the persons involved. 

Fortunately, EDGAR SIEVERS, whose book, "Flying Saucers Uber Sud.afrika," is 
D"e.~·;::?ng a tremendous stir in the field, has contributed a more sane attitude to this 
'h·;d ness in the February issue of URANUS. His article, in answer to the original 
DATi:D Vr!GHTMAN editorial, titled "Adamski-the Last Nail?" is titled "Last !Vails Th'.l.t 
Aren •t" and successfully brings up several points I he.ve tried to get across abovef'l 
I should like to quote, at the risk of being repetitive: 190 
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"If it needs only some 'indisnutable evidence' of a book having been 'ghosteat 
in order to brand an author as unreliable, irresponsible or downright untruthful and 
to mark hin ready for intellectual burial then I uouldn't know how many stone dead ••• 
authors there are rotting in the British Museum ••• I suggest (we get some) points 
straight: (1) GA has never concealed the faetaoo(2) GA has given printed acknowledge
ments to ••• C.L.J •••• and to Charlotte Blodget (who edited "Inside the Space Ships"-Ed) 

*****KKKY.KKKMKMMXMK~~MM*»K~~XMMMKKKMMKMWKKKY.KKMMKKMMMKKMKKKKKKMMKKKMKKKMMKKKKliKKKKXXM 

* There has been an alarming tendency within the field toward utter irresponsibilitY* 
* that has been produced, this writer feels, by the overlapping of the two branches * 
* of saucerdom:. the logical, methodically proceeding group, and the so-called 'fan- * 
* atic fringe' of persons who feel-some sincerely, some not-that the answer lies * 
* in relip.ious, pseudo-religious, ctutist, and metaphysical applications. These two * 
* centers of feeling, which have been obvious for at least 6 of the ten years since * 
* the Arnold sighting, should remain mutually disassociated. iVhen individuals, and * 
* groups, tread the line between them, dangerous tendencies are born which will on- * 
* ly succeed in undermining both fields of thought. These unthin~~ng mental aero- * 
* batics result in irresponsibility in thought and in the printed word being poured * 
* ·out b:i' over t v;o score publications in the field. This writer fully feels the * 
* necessity for individuals in both camps to keep up with the whole of saucerdom; * 
* to correspond freely with anyone on either side of the fence. But in so doing, * 
* be honest that while one defends the right of the other person to say or believe * 
*what he does, one doesn't himself necessarily agree. rw own correspondence * 
* touches with l'!Rny with t1hom I say "I don't agree vlith your views and theories, * 
* but an exchange of them is the only honest and forthright method of attaining any * 
*solution." But when an advocate of one camp shows up as an important ,}fficer or * 
* leader of the other, he is being dishonest and unfair, and all sort of trouble * 
* starts, with a great deal of misunderstanding and hard feelings arising out of * 
* the situation. There are several cases of just this. It is a dangerous trend; * 
* one which has just recently in part caused the loss of one of the best UFO pub- * 
* lications from the field. It is a suicidal tendency; one which must be stopped. * 
************KKKKKXKKKKKKKKKKXKKKXXXXKKKKXKKXXKKXKKXX***MXKXKKXKKMKKXXXKKKXXKXKK****** 

••• Abcut the nhotos it is not stated whether the reference by C.L.J. was to those of 
13th December. If she said so, then let 1 s be informed of it. Further, what is so 
sinful in her writing - ri am just finishing the A. story, poor man, he just needed a 
little help'? Does th~s imply an accusation, or does it pin his notas down as fic
tion?" 

Sievers continues, "No, if letters there must be, then let us have the full 
text! It is not for nought that in literacy and legal ethics disjointed citations 
count for little ••• and don't let us blow up little mouses into big elephants ~here 
one unassuming but sensible and closeup further explanation may let the bubble go pop 
with a bang~ No biased or distorted lid with any coffin either. And if ever there 
will be a last nail, none but truth can wield the hammer." 

URANUS continues with an article by DESHOND LESLIE, GEORGE ADAMSKI's co-author 
on "Flying Saucers Have Landed." This attacks Lonzo Dove's articles, arguing against 
what Leslie terms Dove's 'silly muddling' and poor photographic analysis. Dove re
plies in a back-to-back article which defends his statements rather well against 
Las lie's impassioned onslaught. This makes for stimulating reading and it would now 
appear the onus is uoon Adamski or Leslie to come up with a logical and sane defense. 

Two big conmunication media vmtching saucers: Station vVNEW, New York, world's most 
popular and successful independent radio station, broadcasts news every hour on the 
half hour, -;::Jrepared for it by the NEVI YORK DAILY NEWS, the world's largest newspaper. 
Rec ent comment on the telephone to your editor by CARL WARREN, in charge of the DAILY 
NEv~ radio broadcasts indicates heavy mail pull every time saucers are mentioned; so 
heavy the radio staff has standing orders to broadcast any saucer story they come 
a cross. To i l lustrate the importance of this station; this is the outlet which just 
this month was sold for a record fee for a single station of $7,500,000! 191 
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By now p;.~o'Ja.bly eve~Jone reading this knowe about HOWARD MENSER of High Bridge, 
New Jersey~ a·.nd hj_s story. A carbon copy of Adam9ki with soma nd.Jed frills, this man 
and the t:.1ls ba•~e ~aused a gre"l·c fu1•cr locally ar1d now over a. lar0Elr area in the UFO 
f:.i.e:Ld. Th:'.s J.s, to say the le.'! ~·~t, P:niortunate. It is also uni:'c,;, ... r.unate that, munh 
n.~a::.nst hJ.~. personal bat. ~ er judP,emen·~, the writer found him:-,;elf p:-) r~onally entangled 
w~ t;1 ~;he Ne <.•.gm:· mess, 'b5causa of his conce~1trated firsthand ~. 211r€3~,~.gat!ng: and the 
fact ·cb.3.t :i.';:,J.4 a while he .-ms f riendJ.J· with Hanger, no·(; cv.rpr :i. ~ :i.r1g :Lnasmurh as mo1·e 
than a mo::rt h was spent in constant 1;ouch with the Mangers ru1ci oth<S~rs connected with 
the story. 

Like the stories about Adamski and oth~rs of his ilk, MP.nger :i.s a most engag5.ng 
perso~.1 ; r1ovr, hoWE>'i;·'t"lr, he is surroundac1 by so 11l8.2lY oppor·~;.:ni~-;t s and lunat:'~c:.s that any 
thi:..11'hlp.: person Y!O''l ld hesitate to aiNtrr.rt ·~:he se t-·r:t.tng ::: .:ti.1,;e :;.~:lty pre:>e.nt in ·!;he story. 
HengG.c haa become most unfriot:~.dly and tL1'l<:.-:opeT."a"t:i "le, a.I?.c\ fa~., ai.Jr.o ~!t ·two months there 
has be~m no further communication. We u:nde:-Ntand, howe·v-sr·, that t l:te story continues 
to grow (probably as others suggest new b . '.:tnvhes which ~~1ou:Ld be :':...ncludee, as has 
been shown in the past); Menger, now in California wt:,h GEORGE VA:IJ TASSEL, con-:.;inues 
to claim new contacts 'll!ith apaee people, rcv-ela:t: i rms am~. ri<i6s:1 e.u.C:1.ed. to a."l already 
impressive (if they were true) l!.st: men·i;al t e ::.,-.~,at:by ~ clah..,;o}"an•Jq r:; :p'l (l~r~.d ") r-;; 
talki:~g with VenusiarLs, Harti~ns, et".; -~Elopor·r; a-i; ~. on, tej_sld.n~sis, -l; r a:nc;e-r.13d::umship; 
mi ndreading; predic-cin,:; the future, telephonic communication with extraterres-trials, 
etc. 

After a vi~orous Personal investigation, this writer has come to the conclusion 
that t:':lere is no e·!f .:~de:1<'"9 to :.ndice.t.e any truth in Me7'<l'./21~ 1 s c laimc;$ and n great deal 
of bo·th def'i :1=.te e.:td <J"~.rGams-l;a•:r~. ial ev:td .sr.c-e a ge.inot them. T:1e e~ft:ir.-e thb.g is so 
c:om:ol~.ca:t ecl 'by all sor-.;F; of ouir:Jide ::.nfl'.l.<Jn..::es, af! well as pet"sonal and i:n.·:: ernal 
prob1s .ns, that no one wh.; dic1. l10t pe:i.4 sonq, ).ly imre o.:: tign.i;e could understand the oomp
lexi~y of the case. Suff~.ce it to say thF<:t the ~.~enger story would bast be forgotten 
(in spHe of a proposed ·cQok), and th~:<t Hcr-.vard Menger, his family and friends, would 
be better off without their new lunaequabTtances, attending to work and the family's 
trivate problems. 

INSOMNIA SAUCERIUM 
The Menger thing did, however, come in one opportune way. The entire story came 

out into the open when Van Tassel 'VIas in Ne\7 York lecturing: . He had appeared on the 
LONG JOHN PARTY LP-lE, an all ni~ht discussion program over V10R-710 Kc. Now York, 
midni~ht to 5:30a.m. Monday through Saturday nights. On his second appearance, Van 
Tassel anneared with Mr. and Hrs. Hanger, who he claimed to have just met, and who 
reappeared themselves some half dozen or so times. The immediate reaction of this 
magazine's editor (and several other researchers) was to ha-ve some more serious 
researcher appear on the program to illustrate the complexity of the saucer picture 
and the fact there was some intellir-ent and not so wild-eyed work being done in the 
UFO field. As always, our idea was to acquaint more peonle with the fact that this 
business of the 'flying saucers' was not so all-fired funny as it might appear, nor 
as deceptively simple. 

Mr. Munsick has since appeared a score of times and is still participating about 
once a week. Also, IVAN T. SANDERSON, LEX MEBANE, DOMINICK LUCCHESI, TED BLOECHER, 
JOHN OTTO, AUGUST ROBERTS, HANS STEFAN S.MrrESSON, and several newcomers; THEODORE 
S'I'URGEON, JULES B. ST. GERMAn~, CHARLES PUTNAM, and others have appeared on the pro
gram to discuss various facets of the saucer picrture. The public eats it up; LJ and 
the Party Line are the hottest nighttime radio show in the east, second only to WOR's 
early-evening music program, "Music from Studio X." The program covers some 25 
states and boasts an audience of a million and a half! For the insomniac or someone 
with time in the morning hours, the Party Line is a must for offbeat discussion (not 
only on saucers) and 'material to think by.' 192 
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Speaking of Van Tassel the J~nuary PROCE~DINGS (Box 419, Yucca Valley, Calif.~3 
carries on the Menger tale (see above) and takes up the anti-religion (in this case· 
anti-Ca.tholid) actions which are sprouting up within the fringe and cultist area of 
sauoerdom. Also in this issue are several pictures purportedly of saucers which show 
the most obviously faked (to us) pictures ever put out on saucers. Mr. Van Tassel, 
did you ever see the Flash Gordon movies now being shown on TV? The one good picture 
in the magazine: Van Tassel himself: One incidental bit of intelligence from the 
sage of Giant Rock: the solemn prediction that he will be President of the u.s. in 
1960. 

DARK HORSE IN SAUCER FIELD? 
Re the l~enger and Van Tassel stories: just who is the MR. X, or MR. LESTER, who 

claimed he saw the 'space people' with Menger? He alledgedly is a New York physicist 
but actually what he does and just what hi!!! connection with saucerdom is, seems to be 
a great mystery. Confidential material indicates his interest is much more deep 
rooted (and of longer history) than he is letting known. Those brought to New York 
by Mr. X. include l-ienger, MARK PROBERT, 'MEL KI'NER', JOE BOZACK, Van Tassel, and 
others. Hr. X, please answer one ouestion: Just what is your game? 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
A comment from a former teacher, now Episcopal minister, on one aspect of the 

saucer ouestion (this from a letter discussing the PARTY Lit~ programs devoted to 
discussion of the Henger story): "When I listen to the Party Line pro~am I am often 
reminded of the gentleman who saw his first giraffe. He looked at the creature for a 
long while, and then said, 'I don't believe it.' I view with pity those unfortunate 
people who believe only what they can see with their physical eyes. vVhat a drab 
world they must se9~ what a barren existence thPy must livei how lonely their lives 
must be." 

MON-KA NOT DEAD AFTER ALL? 
The second issue of UFO CRITICAL BULLETIN (Rua 13 de Maio n. 1240, Sao Paulo, 

Brazil) published by attorney JOSE ESCOBAR FARIA, notes that a Brazilian offshoot 
theosophic sect says the saucers are from a Dero-like underground race. An adherent 
to the sect, retired Brazilian Navy officer Comd. Paulo Justine Strauss, said the 
UFOs at the end of 1956 would "control all radio stations on earth and a loud voice 
would be heard by all the earthlings. Firstly on the radios, after on the air it
self J" This ties in with the Mon-Ka fiasco caused by DICK MILLER. According to 
GABRIEL GREEN, ¥.rriting in the LOS ANGELES INTERPLl\.NETARY STUDY GROUP newsletter, THY 
KINGDQl{ cm-m; ( 2004 N. Hoover, Los Angeles 27, Cal.), sevoral things did happen the 
7th of November which to him illustrated Hon-Ka 's claims wer·e fulfilled. Probably 
one question would clear this up: "What connection is there between Green and Miller?" 

S-F MAG STARTS BOON FOR UFOLOGY 
FANT~STIC UNI\~RSE SCIENCE FICTION magazine is to be congratulated for a long 

overdue, serious study within its pages on the flyinp saucer enigma. The series be
gan in its February issue which had a cover showing: a UFO and jets, drawn by KELLY 
FREAS. Inside were articlPs by IVAN T. SANDERSON, setting the stage for the study of 
UF'Ology; GRAY BARKER, retelling the ALBERT K. BENDER mess; and a wonderful idea of 
''how to Be a Saucer Author" by DEAN MCLAUGHLIN. The March issue had an outstanding 
i' ~· r;;:;t article in a series, "Shapes in the Sky," by CSI of NY. The April issue had a 
fJne roview of the AIME MICHEL book by the :rmgazine 's editor, HANS STEFAN SANTESSON, 
Goming issues will sport more by CSI and others. Hats off to King Size Publications 
and Stefan Santesson; the sci-fiers are awakening to a legitimate field of serious 
interest. Hope they add some sanity to it. 

DAN FRY coined it. It's now becoming widespread in saucerdom, to describe any one 
of many sensational developments in the field: "SENSPACETIONAL!" 193 



ESFA MEETING HONORS UFO'S TENTH 14 

Flying saucer fans will be hearing more and more of the 3 March meeting of the 
EASTERN SCIENCE FICTION ASSOCIATION. Held in Newark, New Jersey, devoted to the 
topic "Flying Saucers--After 10 Years," the symposium grew out of a year's infre
quent correspondence between ?,SFA Direct~r ALLAN HOWARD and your editor; and a PARTY 
LINE program with THEODORE STURGEON and Munsick. It would appear that the meeting 
(largest attendance yet at an ESFA affair) was the initial wedge which we hope will 
serve to introduce serious science-fictiondom to an interest in the enigma of UFO. 

The stella r group of speakers at the meeting included ROBERT U. MILLS, editor 
·~ of the brand new VENTURE SCIENCE FICTION magazine, who outlined tho course which his 

new publication will take; LESTER DEL REY, prominent sci-fi author, who did a marv
elous biography of science fiction treating the history of the art form as one 'cult' 
developing aft er another, including technocracy, dianetics, psionics, Shaverism, 
saucerism, etc. His hard-boiled remarks wore a relief and struck home more than one 
good point, at tho sa me time providing a lmost everyone with at least five good 
laughs and making tho list ener reappra ise his own thinking. Next: L. SPRAGUE DE 
CAMP, another well known a uthor a nd a dvertising man who, although not personally 
beliovin~ in the UFOs, provided a good idea of the problem with which we are faced, 
indicating that nothing is ever r eally 'proven' but r ather there comes into exist
ence two piles of evidence which grow, and when the pro- pile gets so much larger 
than the anti-, that the l atter becomes insignificant, then it is overruled a s mis
understood or wrong, and the question becomes 'proved'. 

Of course the question which then a roso was: Are we yet at a point when the 
larger pile is significantly overbearing the smaller one? Most agreed it had not. 
Another welcome idea deCamp brought up was this: "Investigate to your heart's con
tent, wholeheart edly and with a ll your heart a nd might and interest: but do not be 
surprised if you'r e disa ppointed." 

The panel itself consisted of HANS ST~.ri.N SANTESSON, editor of FANTASTIC UNIV
ERSE (se0. other article) ; IVAN T. SANDERSON, veepe e of CSI and TV sta r; TED BLOECHER, 
research director of CSI, a ssisted by LEX UEBANE, secretary of CSI, and your editor. 

The l a r ge , highly int erest ed crowd showed a high-level aptitude for understand
ing tho problem, and was not the heavily f anatic crew you might expect; indeed, as 
Ivan Sanderson sa id, it wa s probably a better looking crowd than usua lly turns out to 
s aucer meetings! Recruited lar~ely from the LONG JOHN night people , it was a fine 
a udience with which to work. 

I t is this \vrit er's hazarded op~n~on that the meeting and the significance of 
it will not go unhera lded in the saucer (and sci-fi) press, and will be picked up 
and mimicked els ewher e . If the inter est bet ween SF and FS is properly and delicate
ly handled, it can and should be mutually beneficial. 

SPACE FLIGHT COMES OF ACE 
An interest in man's r a ce into space, and the r a ce of science fictionists, is 

illustrated by the 4 }.,nrch issue of }JE1JiJS \IVEEK and the 11 March issue of TIME, which 
included the following items within the ir sle ok covers: 

NE1:VSWEE'"...<: TIME 
Cover showing satellite and rocket. 
Dougla s Aviation 2 p. adv: "How to Cool a 

Pilot in the Thermal Thickot." 
AiRosearch Mfg. Div. of Garrott Corp. 1 P• 

a dv: "Sot for th o Tropospher e." 
Article on USA's r ace to conquer space; 4 

PP• illustrat ed. 
Curtiss-Wright 1 p. adv : "Higher and 

Faster than Ever Before." 

Douglas Aviation 2 p. a dv (se e left). 
America Fore Insurance 1 p. adv: "Ever 

Feel 'A Million Miles from Nowhere ' ?" 
with picture of a man in spa ce. 

Education article about 17 and 18 year 
olds building a homo-made binary no"' 
tion digital c-omput er, and 14 year c, J. :i 
making "an analytical courrt-rate rn.::-!:13:.· 
for nuclear disintegration." 19 <1· 
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"Tha.t Fantastic Fiction-Scientists Read 
It, Too" 1/3 p. boxed f eature with re
sults of surveys showing ha lf of readers 
of tho new flood of science fiction are 
scientists, engine ers, and technicians. 
Takas note of a rticle on science fiction 
in BULLETIN OF ATOMIC SCIEI\lTISTS. Box 
featured renroduction of April FANTASTIC 
UNIVBRSE cover. 

. 15 
Security in Space article under "Sc~once" 

about satellite race with picture of 
"Spa ceship Over tho Moon." 

Union Carbide & Carbon 1 p. a dv: 
''Mining the Skies 11 (looking up!). 

AiResearch 1 p. adv (see l oft). 
Curtiss- Wright 1 p. adv (see left). 

Boeing 1 p. color a dv -. 707 jet a irliner in b eautiful color shot (this is the plane 
just decla red 'unacceptable' by the Port of New York Authority because of the 'high 
nois o ' but which snuck in and out of Chicago virtually unkno~~: 

PROGRAM WIN MARCH PRIZE 
Station WEVD, a New York City outlet owned by the Debs Memorial Ra dio Fund, has 

presented a program calle d "Science for tho People" a s part of its WEVD Universe of 
the Air a eries, for several years. The producer and noderator of the program is W. 
WENDELL RAZIN ViTho, tho a nnouncnr proudly procla imed, is a member of no less than 
eight professional scientific societies. His guost on 12 ~Jarch was WILLY LEY, the 
self-styled authority on zoology, rockets, a nd Walt Disney. After dispensing with 
the nec essary plug for his l atest book and mentioning a }..fay-expected revision of 
"Rockets, Missiles, and Space Travel," Ley, who has been on the program before, 
launched into a half hour of some of the worst double t alk and mixed up evidence, 
irrelevant material, a nd other nonsense that has been foisted upon the public in some 
time. 

Ley snatched a t the recent Pa n-Am sighting {see story this issue) about "Airlin
ers sighting a fiery object over the Atlantic Ocea n. One o.irliner," according to 
Ley, "took ••• evasive action. This one ••• I'm willing to bet," bet Ley, "was a large 
meteor, in my opinion. (This captain) was the first ••• to see a meteorite close by." 

Razin o.sked, "Why do the ( saucerers) want tho UFOs to be sent in by the 'people 
from a nother planet '?" Ley replied, "They o.re emotional o.bout it." 

One of Ley's stock explanations for UFOs: "Some flying saucers were in reality ••• 
ball lightnin~. Ball lightning i s unknown ••• nobody has ever caught one or ••• identi
fied ono. The fact tha t it is unknovm doAs not prove that it is a nything specific." 

When asked if it was possible tha t this could be a secret weapon of some govern
ment, Ley showed his only tint of sonso during the program. "Now the Air Force be
haves differently, but this na.y be a super fine, well arranged ca mouflage ••• the Air 
Force insists that if somebody needs to know, they toll him everything that they 
know, and they add that this is v ery little--much in volume but little in context-
what you say is a thought which has occured to others too; whether this is va lid or 
not I simnly can't touch. 11 Ley added they wouldn't be used whore they would be seen: 
"May I inject here a rermrk on security in general. I once ha d a discussion with a 
colonel of the Air Force and our dealings had to do with clas sification of a certain 
documAnt, and I as ked him wh?.t the general method was ••• he said to mo 'Now a s long a s 
the airplnne is ••• only a project, of course it is classified.~.generally speaking, as 
soon as someone starts flying a round you might a s well declassify it because too many 
people will see it.'" 

Raz in went on, "A solution ventured for a problem ••• a solution which cannot be 
established but must remain theory ought not to create more problems tha n it seeks to 
solve. 11 Ley continued in this vein of gobbledygook, "An explanation must satisfy the 
cases without needing a dditional hypotheses; in other words, the answer must not 
cause more ouestions than there were before the answer '11'/aS given." 

Razin brought up problems of scientific knowledge of our own solar system's p.:-t·· 
nets; also the f a ct tha t the nearest star is 4~ light years away. This was a ll t o , 
combat the idea of intelligent extra-terrestrial entities manning or controlling the} 
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UFOs~ Since nothing flies at the speed of light or greater, we would have to revise 
our concept of the cosmos to accept theories which have these ob,j ects coming here 
from other sta rs. In other words, said the moderator, it can be summed up in the 
brilliant, all-explaining, all-damning ejaculation: "Four and a half years is a long 
trin!" 

Ley went on to disclose the machinations of his 'logical' mind: "If they are 
guided by intelligent beinp-s, why do they do things so foolishly when they get here?" 
The obvious cmostion 'WaS asked by another guest. Ley's reply "In exploring ••• you can 
eithor ••• establish relations with the natives (or) you keep out of sight completely 
••• because once the contact has been made, logic also demands that behavior is modi
fied because ••• conta ct has been made." 

Ley was further asked if he believed in the possibility of a visit from outer 
space: "Generally speaking, yes ••• but I don't believe that this is it." A most 
interesting f ew minutes; Willy Ley on EDWARD RUPPELT: "While Ruppelt himself says in 
so many words ••• three times (in the chapter of his book on 'The Classics') that he 
believes they are visitors from space, he then goes ahead and proceeds to demolish 
the class ical cas es, certainly ••• ~~ntell. I think that in this chapter he made a 
mistake." Ley contends ~~ntell 'Was chasing a Skyhook ba lloon which Ruppelt says he 
felt was classified, so Mantell didn't know about it. Ley's discovery: In his opin
ion this was in error, as they were not classified, but actually "simply so new that 
people did not knoYI what they were." This, appa rently, immediately demolishes both 
Mantell and Ruppelt. It occurs to the writer that if the Russian high command knew 
it was so easy to undo the reputations and thoughts of two United States Air Force 
officers, they would like to know more about Hr. Ley's '·weapon.' 

Loy went on to tell a most strange story: "I think it was (JONATHAN M. LEONARD 
who, with Ley , made such a poor showing on a TV progra m some time ago debating with 
MAJOR DONALD KEYHOE and M. K. JESSUP), the science editor of TIME magazine who told 
me ••• but it may have been some other editor. This man was in England, and the LONDON 
TDfiES asked him, since he was an American journa list, a. science editor to boot ••• to 
write for the LONDON TIMES one of their one page Sunday articles ••• which should be as 
complet e A.s nossible ••• worth saving in the clipping files ••• the man who wrote this 
page (nbout flying saucers in the United States) handed it in to the editor (who) 
sa id to him, 'Isn't this stran~e ; nobody has evor seen one in Engla.nd~ ••• the nnn from 
New York said, 'They will know:'" And, r emarked Mr. Ley, "They did!'' 

Ley parades his knowledge of UFO literature~ "The very first book had the title 
"The Flying Saucers are Real. •· This was a. book which ••• 'WaS stated (to be) the truth. 
The next one then was called tBehind the Flying Saucers' and pretended to told an in
side story ••• complet ely exposed by a. newspaperman from San Francisco ••• the next one 
had to be 'Inside the Flying Saucers' and thore came a. book with that title~ Appar
ently the market bocamc saturated, and the Ruppelt book was really the inside story.~ 

The moderator said that in the books which constantly degenerated, aftor a while 
it ~ro.sn't enough to talk about them, see them, etc. You had to talk with them, take 
rides, get plans for the saucers, a nd so on. This in his mind is enough to discount 
the whole saucer problem. 

All in all, Willy Ley, the moderator, and two other guests, showed an astonish
ing i~orance about the subject under discussion (it was listed in the New York HER
ALD TRIBlJNE r e.dio section as "Flying Saucers from Outer Space"); an abominable error 
for 'scientists' on a program called "Science for the People" and an even more intol
erable mistake on an alledgedly informative program presented a.s documentary. The 
listener has a right to expect some evidonco or a.t least well thought out background 
for positive statements. To WEVD and to the so-called 'scientists' involved, we pre
sent this month's RADIO TV BOOBY PRIZE. 

Whatever happened to ROBERT E. B.~TLETT'e large and grandiose scheme for a directory 
of world flying saucer organizations and publications? ~g r; 
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Civilian Flying Sa ucer Intelligence has r ecently reorganized under a new na me 
and for tm.t (Aeria l Phenomena Research Group or APRG, obviously named after AFRO, 
Cora l Lor enzen's highly r es pe cted organization, a nd her bulletin). Dire ctor Robert 
J. Gribb l e 's n mFT publice.tion, l..PRG HEPOR~R ( 51()8 Findlay Avo., Seattle, Wash.) is 
out \'lit h new s etup and e o-:;y!" ightod rnt crial . Keep a n eye on thisJ Congr atulations 
to Gribb le, if onl y for nnk:bg our f iles c ~ntai:1 but one F .s. REVIEW. viJhilo wo 'ro 
mr;nti on i ng this ~ the l u"te 1956 i ssues of the nld H YING SAUCER REVIEW r a n a. series 
of v:oll d0cumonted r opods f rom Brazil contr i buted by GLA.VO FONTES . This mo.toria l 
wiJ.l a s s ume incr0asing significance in the future. 

Howard Noubergor and Roger Pierce, editors of COSMIC NEVIS, a r e still conducting 
t heir ca mp?. ig>1 of misleading information, half-truths 9 ba dly researched opinions and 
d ·lwnrjght s cande l! Makes us sorry we over rocommen~ed the ir shoot whe n it s t a rted. 
N:!:u"BERGER's privut oly duplicat ed SILENCE GROUP AND THE CHRISTIAN, supposedly exposing 
t r1e "Int erna tiona l &.nkors" a nd other "Anti-Christs," is a mishrrnsh of blood pressure 
na t n. lysts enough to rrakc anyone see red. Neuberger's imnntur e open nttack on the 
J ewish influence on civilization is linblo to get him in hot water with various org
ani zations and individ uals. N.JUGOG, for one , would like to roundly condemn this 
sort of irresponsible nonsens e . We hope tho botter job on the new NEVJS is signific
ant of a c range. 

The 1~rch issue of CRIFO ORBIT is, a ccording to the Februa ry hea dline and edit
oria l by h~ONARD STRINGF IELD, the l a st. It is to be l a mented that the internal 
strifes in the sa ucer field, and the consta nt dua l threat of sensa tiona lism a nd the 
l a ck of interest in basic facts, have forc ed the suspension of one of the oldest and 
most respect ed, and certa inly best, publications in the fi eld. Wo shall a ll miss 
St r ingfield, a nd sincerely trust he'll continue his interest a nd kee p in touch with 
UFOlogy. We extend an invitation to Lon to send us any information he f eels should 
bo published; anything from this researcher will be a welcome a ddition to our pa ges. 

JAMES S. RIGBERG, editor of FLYING SAUCER NEWS and head of the FLYING SAUCER 
NE1JlfS CLUB, also often thorn in the side of saucerdorn through his constant low level 
pr omotion (see UFO NEVJSLETTER 24 ~arch 1956), filed a voluntary petition for bank
r u?CY on 26 November 1956 in New York. The publication has not appeared since and 
the 'club' is defunct. This has been conf irmed by Rigberg's attorney. 

RAY PALMER, whose SE..l\.RCH magazine (formerly Mystic) ha s continued the saucer 
material he started revealing in FATE, a lso publishes OTHER WORLD SCIENCF, STORIES 
'.'Vh:::. ch is mainly science fiction. Howeyer, a forthcoming issue vrill shot"l a radical 
change, broul!ht about by his readers' growing interest in UFOs. The magazine, now 
bimont hly, will ~o monthly, and change its na me to FLYING SAUCERS FROM OTHER WORLDS, 
shifting the emphasis from the first two words to the last two each month, with the 
content alternating. This should be an interesting experiment, indicating the rapid
ly developing changes wrought in the field ; also Palmer's amazing mind and constant 
fight to keen busy and commercial. He originally asked GRAY BARKER to get involved 
in the Ji'L.<\TWOODS HONSTER affair; he promoted the SHAVER story over a decade; he pub
lished KENNETH ARNOLD's unfortunate book; has just finished RIC WILLIAMSON's new one 
("Other Tongues-Other Flesh, 11 ~4, Amherst Press, Amherst, Wis.); and is, I under
stand, writing a saucer book under his own name. A busy man, he! 

FLYING SAUCER REVIEVJ ( 1 Doughty St. ,London W.C.l, England) in its latest issue 
for Jan.-Feb., reports many interesting notes in the field to top its past record for 
being one of the best and handsomest saucer magazine out. On p. 2 its editor, HON. 
BRINSLEY L~ POER TRBNCH, asks if p~rhaps the combination of CAPT. RUPPELT's book, the 
UA motion picture, "Unidentified Flying Objects" (made with the cooperation of cer·· 
t a in elements of west coast branches, USAF), and now REAR ADHIRAL DEU1ER FAHRNEY~s 
s t a tements re NICAP and saucers, are all parts of "a deliberate lead-up to the big 
m0ment when world authorities will officially tell us . that we are not alone in th~ 
universe!" Could be. 197 
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RALPH DEL PIANO has just rele~>.sed the first issue of GALAXY DISKPATCH ( 66 Waver-

ly St.,Jersey City 6, N.J.). Amon-0 the things noted in the first issue: LONG JOHN, 
DAVIDSON'S BLliT<; BOOK REPORT, HOWARD MENGER, GRAY BAR!<ER's book, MAX ~ffiLER's new book, 
and the following item: "LEE MUNSICK---'IJ\Ihat has happened to him? For a while it seem
ed he vvas very interested in saucers and now we don't hear from him anymore." Well? 

Vfuile we do not agree with its conclusions, the INTERPLANETARY FOUNDATION NE~ffi
LETTPR published by LAUR.l\ MARXJi.:R is a splendid source of information. One bit of 
shocking news is the following, from the January issue: The Foundation (1014 Long
fellow Ave. ,Royal Oak, Mich.) tried to donate a copy of "UFO and the Bible" to the 
Detroit Public Library. A reviewing oommittee of two rejected it, issuing the foll
owing reasons: (1) The average person does not possess the imagination to tie togeth
er UFOs and religion. (2) The book would not have a very wide appeal and the review
ers have chosen to wait for something more factual and comprehensive. (3) If the 
book is not purchased by the Library, it cannot be accepted as a gift. It occurs to 
this writer that 'book burning' is rather sad under any guise but when it is conduct
ed by librarians it is serious indeed. A round Bronx cheer of condemnation should, 
we feel, be sent by all our readers to the Detroit Public Library. No wonder our 
world is in such a mess. One thing about the Nazis when they burned their books: You 
could see them doing it! 

The LITTLE LISTENING POST of Washington sends out a special notice about LONG 
JOHN and the PARTY LnJE, describing L.r as "The UFO's best friend in the United States 
today." LLP suggests those on the fringe of W'OR's signal, or out of the coverage 
area, write to the Mutual Broadcasting System ( 1440 Broadway, New York 18, N.Y.) and 
ask that the Party Line be put on the MBS web so that all can hear it. LLP says 
"Write at least 3 friends in distant parts of the USA, Mexico, and Canada, urging 
them to ask Mutual to IW.ke this a truly NORTH AMERIG.:1N network program." In additi
tion, they suggest that YOU listen, phone your friends to tune in, and write to 
Long John at the above address with any suggestions. 

ARTHUR BLOOMFIELD, editor of the PROPHETIC ENSIGN, a magazine sent mainly to 
ministers in the midwest, provides a relieving air of credulity in a magazine of its 
nature , in its increasing study of UFOlogy. His magazine, I am informed, will con
tinue to print factual a11d editorial information about saucers, as his readers indi
cate an avid interest in such material. The quarterly Ensign's ($1 year, Burket, 
Indiana) editor held a tour of northern New Jersey during January; we were sorry he 
was unable to find time to contact NJUFOG for a discussion or meeting. 

An example of the l a ck of understanding and comprehension shown by many well 
wishing saucer devotees: JUSTIN CASE, writing in the Dec.-Jan. issue of SAUCER NEWS: 
"Books on Psychology and Hypnotism show that people are wholly unreliable and inac
curate observers, especially of unfamiliar objects and strange events. Therefere 
most UFO reports can be considered worthless. Furthermore, many people, particularly 
the less odu~ated, can easily rmke themselves see anything they want to see. There
fore all 'contact' stories are deliberate or unintentiona l hoaxes ••• Biology and 
Evolution clearly indicate that there is very little likelihood that visitors from 
space ••• could look and act like us, as they are reported doing .• ,this is further ev
idence that these books are false." This is reputedly logic. To parallel: My 
'Pirthday comes next week. Wodnesday comes nerl week. · Therefore, my birthday comes 
on Wednesday (actually it may be Saturday). I doubt if many could be more suspicious 
e.'bo-:.1t the contact claim stories than one Lee R. Munsick. But those arguments, if 
"·"'j l:' d, would apply ecually to compet ent sightings. Try again, Mr. Case. 

The ·newest saucerzine is o. monthly called SPACE which standa for SAUCER PHENCr· 
1mNA AND CELESTL1L ENIG1~. Edited by NORBERT F. GARIETY (267 Alhambra Circle, C0ra l 
Gables, Fla.) his running banner is 11The Air Force says ••• it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 
•• ,that such things even exist. In the words of (Ruppelt) WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF??-· .. 
Does a UFO have to land at •• ,the Pentagon ••• or is it proof enough when a ground 
Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a jet up to intercept it, the pilot sees it, ana 
locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO strea k away at a phenomenal rate of 
speed? Which is PROOF? 11 198 
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Another new publication, SPACEFLIGHT, is being published by the BRITISH INTERPLAN• 

ETARY SOCIETY. We're informed it is not highly technical in nature, and can be und
erstood readily by anyone fairly well versed in the overall picture. 

THE VISITOR is published by the STUDY GROUP ON INTERPLANETARY RELATIONS, one of 
a group of such outfits in the Michigan area (Mrs. Mary Jane McGleish, editor, 1850 
Harvard Rd.,Berkeley, Mich.). You may not always agree with the outlook of this 
organization (set up by LAURA MARXER) but you should in all sincerity keep up with 
the field, and this is one legitimate expression of thought in the saucer world. 

NOTES IN SPACE WE DON'T HAVE 
Recently heard from new arrival; YUSUKE MATSU~~, chief of the News Bureau of 

the FLYING SAUCER RESEARCH GROUP IN JAPAN (Box 18, Isogo P.O., Yokoharna, Japan). He 
describes the group as a n0nprofit, private, civilian study group. His organization 
has been accepted in the Japanese aviation press(!); 1~tsumura has written for the 
magazine AIR~VIEW, and is instituting a page every month in WORLD'S AffiCRAFT, another 
Je.p aviation mag. 

Another new foreign group which appears to be starting like a house afire: 
CENTRO DE PESQUISA DOS DISCOS VOADORES (Flying Disks Research Center, or CPDV; Box 
8449, Sao Paulo, Brazil). Their mimeographed magazine, THE FLYING SAUCER is edited by 
AURIPHEBO B. S IHOES and in three issues has already gotten up to 16 pp. of top level 
information~ it deserves your reading. Brazil is fast becoming one of the major 
sources of saucer infornntion; with the CPDV rr:agazine; the other Brazilian publica
tion put out by CPDV's organizer, JOSE ESCOBAR FARIA (see story this issue); and the 
reports by DR. OLAVO FONrES of Rio de Janeiro, in the APRG BULLETIN. Keep an eye on 
this South American nation! The current issue of THE FLYING SAUCER lists the follow
ing remarks by astronomers' CLYDE TOMBAUGH, sightings 16 July 1947 and 20 August 
1949; DR. SEYicfOUR L. HESS, Professor of Meteorology at the University of Florida, 
sighting 22 1~y 1950; DR. G. DUNC~N FLETCHER, Vice-President of the Astronomical 
Society of Kenya, sighting reported 15 October 1954; DR. H. PERCY \VILKINS, sighting 
11 June 1954. Another organization in Brazil is COCOANI, headed by a former Brazil
ian Air Force pilot, HULVIO BRANT l1.LEIXO. CENTRO DE INVESTIGACAO CIVIL DOS OBJETOS 
AEREOS J\1AO IDENTIFICADOS (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) says: "Yes, the saucers do exist." 

C.".PTAIN ED'.VARD J. P.UPPELT 's book, "The Report on the Unidentified Flying Objects" 
is available in pocketbook version (Ace Book D-200, 35d). Also, FRANK EDWARDS' first 
book, "My First 10,000,000 Sponsors," by Ballantine Books in pocketbook version now 
getting scarce; some copies are left on our book shelf, selling at our cost, 35¢. But 
send your order auickly. Ed1mrds' other book, "Strangest of All," also contains a 
chapter on saucers. Hard cover only, this is a Citadel book. 

Some time ago we picked up a rumor that a cmAMANDER .A.RTEGO of the Chilean Navy 
took some motion pictures of UFOs in the Antarctic; after a lengthy bit of corresp
ondence with va rious Chilean officials, we find no trace of ihe story which can be 
followed up. There is no officer named Artego in their Navy. 

CYRIL RITCHARD, the Australian actor who so ably portrays a man from another 
planet who arrives on earth in a flying saucer (in the Broadway version of Gore Vi
dal's "Visit to a Small Planet"), was asked by lviiKE WALLACE on TV program 28 Febru
f\ry, if he believed in flying saucers: "I haven't asked myself that. I hear that 
mny great intellects believe in them. I think we shall know more ••• in a few years." 
Any saucerer planning to visit NYC ~·IDST see this play. The effects when the saucers 
land are terrific, as is ~~ . Ritchard's portrayal of the extraterrestrial, and a 
s i milar role enacted by Francis Bethencourt. And the befuddled antics of EDDIE MAYE
HOFF a s the Army (yes, Army) Gener~l who takes charge ~re side-splitting. 

VICE COUNS'l!:L PEREGO of Rome says "Mankind is close to the revelation of the 
secret of the saucers." !? 199 
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For their eighth year, the trustees of the GRAVITY HESF.ARCH FOUNDATION of New 

Boston, New Hampshire, are offering five a\vards for short essays, the purpose to 
stimulate thought and encoura ge work on harnessing gravity. The essays must be in 
the hands of the judges by 15 April 1957. Inauiries should be directed to GEORGE Mo 
RIDBOUI' , President of the Foundation, in Nev1 Boston. 

Add to bible infor~.tion on 'saucers': 

"Then I turned, and lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and behold a flying roll. 
l'..nd he sa id unto me, What seest thou? And I answered, I see a flying roll; 
the length thereof is t wenty cubits, and the breadth thereof ten cubits. 
Then sa id he unto me, This is the curse that goeth forth over the f ace of the 
whole earth." (Zacharias, 5: l) 

Note: A cubit is approximately 18 inches so the above is 30 ft. by 15 ft. 

The stickers seen outside this publication are a good way of pioking up public 
interest in UFOs. They a re ava ila ble from the FLYING S.~i.UCER REVlliW (l Doughty St., 
London W.C.l, England) or from the LITTLE LISTENI NG POST (4811 Illinois Ave., Wash
ington, D. C.) f or ~l for 200. Speaking of the LLP a recent edition quotes ARTHUR 
CLARKE as saying in a BHITISH INTERPLANETARY JOUHNAL poll of 45 lea ding Uo S. astrono
mers, 11% had seen UFOs, and 23fa thought them a much more serious problem than most 
people reco~iz ed. 

Saucers on the newsstands (indirectly): MAX B. MILLER, editor of SAUCERS (long 
on the recommended list of NJUFOG's top reading ~ Box 35034, Preuss Station, Los Ang
eles 35, Ca l.), ha s compiled a book entitled "Flying Saucers-Fact or Fiction?". 
Published l ast month by Trend Books, the soft-cover pamphlet runs 75¢ and is certain
ly worth it. It inc l udes a full book-length text and "is believed to contain the 
largest compilation of UFO a nd rela ted illustrations yet published." T!J.is n:ay be 
recommended hi ghly but be ca reful you f all for the photos without some salt handy. 

Once again we recommend the reproduction of BLUE. BOOK REPORT NO. 14, a s publish
ed by DR. LEON DAVIDSON (64 Prospect St., 1.1'Jhite Pla ins, New York). This rrnteria l, 
which embra ces the main portion of the origina l report plus an analysis by Dr. David
s on and certe. in other rrnteria l, is ava ilable for only $1 a copy. The handsome book 
should be a part of every saucerer 's library ; well worth ten times the price which 
obvious l y isn 't paying what the publisher's invested in it. 

Once aga in, the domestic copies of UFO NE1J'\IS LCTTER include a list of rrngaz ine 
subscription r ates. This is one way of mainta ining our treasury, that we may contin
ue to bring you this maga zine. Everyone subscribes to at least one periodical (out
side the UFO field); many to several. You may sa y money and help us too, by sending 
your subscriptions to us! Thanks. 

We are also enclosing a n advertisement for t he ch art of miscellaneous informa
tion on UFOs put out by FRED KEZUH. We strongly suggest tha t while it Trf'.lY conta in a 
lot of impertinent data , it includes a lot of gcod dat a , a co~venierrt chronology, etc. 

Actua l fi~ures have now be en cit ed in the EINSTEIN SPACE- TIME CONTRACT ION par a 
dox. FRA't\11\ s. CRAWFORD, University of Ca lifornia physicist, says "If tw~.n brothers 
flipped n. coin to se•e which wnuld be the first t o t a ke c.. spa ceship to the near est 
satellite, the brother who t o9k t he t rip would be ~ yec.rs younger ••• by t he timE~ he 
returned to earthn" This statement i.s from NATU.1.1!:! , analyzing time-of-flight stJr'tj es 
of mesons, high-speed particles prod.uced i n cos rru c r ays f'.nd now generated in at o:1 
srmshers. (UP) 

ll~Z ROBE of the DETROIT FREE PRESS apparently gives a lot of publicity to develo~~ 
wents in saucerdom. Congrat ulat ions; only wish th is young l a dy would answer her rr~i l. 

:··pJ.c;t ory," it has been said, "does not repeat itself. 
a~y.:;her." -Max Beerbohm. 

The historians repeat one 
~.00 
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1.i!Jidespread interest came out of the story of an 80 pound piece of ice, which 
fell on the roof of an automobile owned by Roy Kellett, of Valley Stream, Long Isl
and. Kellett told police he heard a resounding crash as he walked t~ his car after 
leaving the night shift at the Long Island Co. He found the roof bowl-shaped and the 
sides of the car pulled in, On the roof was a chunk of ice. Police said the ice was 
so hard that it couldn't be chipped.(AP) Here is where CHARLES FORT would start 
chucklin~: Police speculated that an airplane, flying at high altitude, had become 
iced, When the plane descended to a lower altitude, they said, warmer temperature 
probably loosened the ice. S-uu-re, it did: Any plane that flies around with an 80 
pound chunk of ice, I want to see! NE~BDAY, the Long Island paper, ran a picture. 

A new and awesome display in the northern skies of colored lights which oldtime 
eskimos say they never before have seen, have been occuring for the past month. Be
lieved by some to be related to the Aurora Borealis ••• the lights are red, covering an 
area on the horizon of more than 90 degrees and rising to 50 and 60 degrees in height. 
William Wartes, AP representative at Barrow, said they differ from normal Northern 
Lights in presenting a solid, non-wavering glow, giving the impression the whole 
landscape is afire • . Friday (1 March) night's was the most brilliant yet reported 
and some villagers said it was al~ost frightening to behold. This is interesting, as 
northern New Jersey and the metropolitan New York area beheld an astounding and most 
unusual dis?lay of bright bluish-green light from the north, lighting up a third of 
the sky, and this was also Friday night! 

The AP ran a most unusual photograph, taken by freelance photograPher c. Brownie 
Colquitt, of KnoxvillA, Tennessee. The photo (23 February) shows a perfectly round 
hole about a half mile in diameter, punched through a layer of clouds. The startling 
"hole in the sky'' produced was explained (by whom we have not yet determined) as an 
area of cirrus clouds, droppin~ 3, 000 feet through the layer of alto cumulus clouds, 
punchin~ the hole at 19,000 ft. Sure, hello. 

ATLANTIC, TEXAS BUZZINGS 
(Editor's note: The following story was used by most metropolitan papers in an 

abbreviated form. Surprisingly enough, the biggest and probably best coverage was 
given by the NEW YORK TT.rnES for Sunday, 10 Warch. Because the item ra~ almost a full 
column in that austere paper, we are reprinting it here in its entirety with heai
lines and subheadings intact.) 

AIRLINER AVOIDS FLAMING OBJECT 
Pilot Sends Plane Into Steep Climb Over Atlantic--No Jets in Area at Time 

SAN JUAN, P. R., t~rch 9 (UP)- A fi ery object hurtled toward a Pan American 
Airvmys plane high over the Atlantic Ocean today. The pilot said the object ha~ 
forced him to climb steeply to avoid being hit. 

Four persons required hospitalization for shock and injuries suffered apuarent
ly because of the n:aneuver. Two of the identified vrere Philadelphians. 

Capt Matthew A. Van Winkle said he could not identify the flaming object, wh:ic h 
menaced his transPort at the halfvvay point on the flight from New York to San Juan. 
The unidentified uilot of a Trans-Caribbean plane said he had seen the object and 
that it could have been a meteor. 

Seen By other Pilots 
A Pan American spokesnan in New York said a report reaching there had quoted the 

pilot as saying he had seen an object with a very bright core and a fringe of green. 
The reuort said a check with the armed forces indicated there had been no j et 

planes in the area at the time of the incident. T~e pilots of at least seven other 
aircraft saw the mysterious object, it added. 

A spokeesn:an at Patrick Air Force Base in Florida said the object "was no mls
sile from our range." He added that the San Juan-New York air route was far from t he 
regular guided-missile range. 201 



Captain Van Winkle 
plane. But when it got 
known jet. 

said his first impression was tha.t the object had been a j~~ 
closer, he said he had noticed it was not shaped like any 

To avoid a collision, Captain Van Winkle said he had pulled the plane into a 
steep climb, rising some 1,500 feet in a few seconds. The sudden maneuver apparent
ly cau~ht those aboard unawares. 

On the plane's arrival three passengers and a stewardess required hospitaliza
tion. 

~k. and l~s. Abraham Gitlow of Philadelphia; another passenger iden~ified as 
Monserrate Soto, and .Tulie Santiago Ridriquez, stewardess, were hospitalized for 
treatment of shock and lacerations. X-rays showed none of them suffered broken bones. 

Captain Van Winkle described the mysterious missile as a "burning greenish 
white round object, unrecognizable but definitely not a meteor.," 

Captain Van Winkle, 39 years old, lives at &5 Constellation Road, Levittovm,L.I. 
Captain Tells of Object 

SAN JUAN, P. R., ~lhrch 9 (AP)- Captain Van Winkle said the weather was good 
and he had the aircraft on autorratic Pilot when suddenly he spied the greenish-white 
glow to the right. 

"Instinctively, I thought it might be another plane heading straight toward us," 
he said. "I pulled the plane up and to the sideo 

"Since it was on automatic pilot, apparent l y I forced it too much and all the 
fo£-t.y·-four pa ssengers, except one or two who had belts fastened, came out of their 
seats and rolled on the floor. 

"There were about seven aircraft in the area at the time and all seven of us 
saw the glow. There was a distance of around 300 miles from the first of those 
seven aircraft to the last one. I vms in the middle. All of us were flying direct 
on the track from New York to San Juan which is all over water." 

A Runaway Missile? 
WASHINGTON, lRrch 9 (UP)-- The Defense Department was unable today to identify 

the fiery object. 
A spokesman said the department had received no report on the incident. He re~ 

fused to say whether a runaway guided missile might possibly have been the unidenti-
fied object. - - - - -

(Editor's note: The following clippings are from other sources.) 

PILOT MYSTIFIED BY UFO 
Almost Ran Into 'Big Spotlight' Flier Describes Near-Collision 

By CAPT. M. A. VAN WINKlE Distributed by INS. 

It looked like it was coming right at me from, at most, a few hundred yards. But 
as to what "it" was, I have less an idea today than when I tried to evade it. 

"It" was described as a UF0--"Unidentified Flying Object"-in a radio report re
layed to Eastern Air Defense Force headquarters by a Civil Aeronautics AQministration 
communications center that intercepted Van Winkle's report. 

(Van 'Winkle was flying at 19,000 fe et with 44 passengers from New York to San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, and was about halfway.) 

(Some similar sightings in the uast have later been explained as due to the 
brilliance of the planet Venus when seen through an atmospheric disturbance.) 

My impression was that the flying obj ect looked like a big spotlight. I believe 
it was round. It appeared to be on a collission course ahead of my plane, a little 
below and to the right. As far as I know it "ca rne out of nowhere." 

My flight engineer, John V~shuta, spotted it the same instant I did. I hea~d 
hj m catch his breath. 

For a split second I was bewildered. After reasoning it was not a jet figh-~t'r 
i r.:.0rcept, I felt there vms only one thing for me to do to save my passengers and my 

~ shb . That was to pull up sharply, to take evasive action. I did so at once. 
It was pitch black outs ide. I was in routine communication with five other PP n 

American planes, an Eastern Air Lines plane and a Trans··Caribbean plane, all of w:.i ~h 
were headed in the same direction in a line about 250 miles long. 

It took me four minutes to quiet the plane, which had whipped violently on t he·:. 
tail when I pulled her up. I heard the co-pilot shouting, "V!Jhat 's wrong, Rip? For ~ 



Heaven's sake, push her over!" 23 
But I was too busy to answer. I saw whatever it was slip by under my right 

wing and knew in an instant it hadn't hit us. 
When I picked up the radio, all, or most, of the other pilots seemed to be chat

tering at once. I could rrake out a word here and there: "Brilliant light to star
board''; "UFO report;" "Vfuat is it?" 

Capt. Ed Perry, piloting Pan Am's Flight 269 about 175 miles behind me, had seen 
it almost the same instant I had! 

I have been flying all over the world for the last 15 years but I've never seen 
anything like this before. I know it wasn't a meteor because they come at you from 
above, headed dovvnward. We see hundreds of them." 

(Perry described the object as "being almost a magnesium flash white with pale 
greenish tints around it ••• At first I thought it was a flare, then I thought it 
could be another of those 'misguided' guided missiles. I saw it for about five sec
onds. It must have been moving at a terrific speed.") - ....... - - -

HOUSTON, Tex. (UP)-- Two veteran pilots said they chased an unidentified flying 
object that played oat-and-mouse with them for ten minutes Friday ( 8 March-Ed.) 
night on a flight from Beaumont to Houston. The UFO whizzed past a Tennessee Gas 
Transmission Co. DC 3 flown by Vi.ctor Hancock and Guy Miller and then "just messed 
around with us," Hancock said. "I still don't know what it was but it knew we were 
following it," Hancock said. "When it wanted to it kept ahead of us easily. It 
would seem to stop, then when we caught up with it, it would be gone." 

Hancock said there were three large lights-"White and brilliant"-on the 
"thing." Hancock notified Ellington Air Force Base, but i:h e Air Force was unable to 
pick up the flying object on its radar. A similar object vms reported sighted over 
Houston and San An~elo last week. 

A CONNECTION WITH LOST MISSILES? 
WASHIN~ON (INS)- The Pentagon maintained silence (this month) about the 

guided missile which went out of control at Patrick Air Force Base in Florida (l 
March). A Defense Department spokesman refused to identify or give any details 
about the missile. The Department refused to confirm or deny that ( !'.n · ICBM) was 
fired at the Florida Air Base. 

There also was a report of an aerial explosion earlier near New Smyrna Beach, 
Fla. - about 40 miles from the test center. The misfire followed by less than two 
weeks the runaway of a 1~tador guided missile at Alamagordo, N. M. This missile is 
presumed to have crashed in the Rocky Mountains (It has not at this writing been 
found:-Ed.). Another intercontinental missile, a Snark, went out of control at 
Patrick last December and presurrably crashed into the Brazilian jungles. This sort 
of thing from Patrick has given rise to widespread use of the term "snark-infested 
waters" describing the Atlantic Ocean between Florida, Bermuda, and Brazil. 

LOCAL 1MPORTANT SIGHTINGS 
We feel the following case is of extreme importance for several reasons. First, 

the reporter is well known by your editor, who is aware of his integrity in reporting 
honestly. Various technical training of flight and engineering, overall aauity and 
awareness, and a highly developed sense of judgement, make his obserYations of ext
reme value. In addition the fact that, in spite of being sounded out about UFOs be
fore the incident by your editor, the viewer was not interested in flying saucers, 
and responded to your v~iter's cueries with a raised eyebrow; indicates the import
ance of the case, as he is now quick to say, "I don't know what it was that I saw; 
it was unlike anything I have ever seen or heard of." Tho third reason for rocogni-

~ tion of this case is the jets which were obviously reconnoitering the UFO. 

The observer, whose identity will remain hidden because of an Armed Forces sec
urity rating, v~s traveling north on the New Jersey Garden State Parkway, about 30 
miles south of the Navy Air base at Lakehurst. The time was about 4 p.m. 8 Septembe~ 
1956 when the observer saw 2 bright, shiny, apparently solid objects. The two (see ~ 
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illustration) were traveling parallel, roughly horizontally, one slightly below and 
behind the other. They were a silvery gray color. The sighting, which l a sted a pprox
ima~ely five minutes, showed the objects moving east to west, dipping slightly in 
the~r travel a cross tho sky. Estimated length was a little longer than a Sabrejet, 
giving the obj e cts formidable size. The observer describes the objects as "a cigar 
of s he Gt a luminum or rragnesium, a pproximately 50-60 feet in length." 

. A subs equent description drew this rennrk: "Take a C02 cartridge, the type used 
~n s eltz er \¥at er bottles; cut it roughly 2/3 of the way from the round end, repeat 
wi th another, and join them. The smooth-sided, perfectly rounded-ends obj ect thus 
created approximdes in comparative apparent dimension t he objects I s aw." 

The obs er v er was driving when he noticed t he two UFOs with "two USN jets* over 
t he m, when one jet powerdived a nd circled l a terally the course of the l~Os, a ppea r
ing to rnake a recon run. The objects traveled from east to west about 1000 fe et 
a bove a nd a hea d of me." 

The weather wa s clear, dry, a nd with a strong cool wind blowing from east to 
west on the surfa ce. The observer notic ed another ca r behind him stopping , he pre
sumed to watch t he UFOs. He estimated the objects were moving between 400 a nd 600 
miles per hour, about 1400 feet awa y, this figure obta ined from the t wo a bove. He 
went on, "I know what it a ppea red to be but wasn't such as t a rgets or LTA a ircraft
seemed like jets of complete symmetry-no wings, et cetera . 11 Apparently there were 
no mar kings of a ny sort. 

*The Nav.v air ba ses in the a rea, conta cted within three days, both through the 
PI O a nd the Opera tions DO, s a id that no jets were sent up on UFO identifica tion rt'l •. s 
01 ' a ny other missions wh ich fit the a bove description. There were !1Jfarine jets witld .YJ. 
f c- w · miles of the area, but apparently too ea rly ( 2 p. m.) to be the planes in que ::;·;·
::. "'n .. When the observer wa s questioned on whether they were definitely Na vy jets 11;::
sn.:J.d he was f a irly certa in they were blue-gray, but he s aw no definite nnrkings on 
c!: i'l pla nes. He did sa y they didn't a ppea r to be Army. .All a ir ba ses in the a rea 
Wt:~r e subseauently checked as were local newspa pers, with no information forthcomi~~ t"<: · 

204 
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Another case, more recent, is of importance also because of the accuracy of the 

the well considered reports filed by the four witnesses and by their personal ouali
fications. It was originally reported to NJUFOG by Ivfr. Robert W. Dunn. Mr. Dunn is 
an avid amateur astronomer, and belongs to several astronomical societies. His oth
er qualifications include specia l military tra ining, the fact that he is a licensed 
aircraft nilot, is presently an electrical inspector for a large aviation parts man
ufa cturer in New Jersey, and spent five yoars as a newspaper photographer. At appro
ximately 1:15 a.m. 22 ~ebruary 1957 he was driving on Route 46, Ca ldwell Township, 
New Jersey~ when he sighted a bright yellow object approxirmtely one quarter the 
diameter of the moon. He stresses that while he saw no details other than a circu
l a r yellow light, he a dds that it was unlike any a stronomica l body, and appeared 
solid. He vmtched the obj ect move from left to right and slightly upward, for about 
four or five minutes. He got into his car to go for optical a ids but could not re
locate the object. He estimated the distance to be 75 miles or further, and offered 
no explanation for the UFO. 

A subse~uent report of what seemed to be the sa me object ;vas filed with NJUFOG 
by Nir. Charles Van Duyne, a fellow employee of Mr. Dunn. Van Duyne was in the Air 
Force and is now a gauge setter by tra de. His description of the object is "It was 
shaped like a balloon and di_dn't a ppear to have wings. I saw no exhaust or vapor 
trails." The obj ect, which rmde no appa rent sound according to any report, wa s sta
tione.ry to Van Duyne. "It seemed to have one bright light in front and the body 
seemed to be rrn de of the same rra teria l as a ba lloon, and t wo green lights in the 
back. It l~oked like a small Navy ba lloon except that it appeared stationa ry. It 
might be noted here that the weather wa s cold, dry, with a clear sky and no wind. 

The startling report in the series was made by ~~. 0. w. Foulsham, also a n ex
Air Corps rnan, whose tra ining i s technical in nature. His report is somewhat d. if~er

ent in severa l ways. Viewed from not too far away, he sa id the edges of the objet:.t 
(see drawing) were fuzzy, and that it did move from left to right and then up, aa 
did Dunn's object. Foulsham estimates the size at from 25' to 30 1 in diameter (of 
the illuminated area which was seen). In the other ca ses the object disappeared 
from view a s the observer took his eyes from it; in this ease it movod behind a hill 
and was not seen again~ ~~. Foulsham's drawing and the following comments a dd a 
great dea l to his report, one of th e best to come to us in a long time. 

UFO Sighted Appx. 1 : 23 a.m. 22 Feb. 1957 

"Tower or ~b.st" 

Ma in portion described as "Glowing Lunar 
Yellow" 

Right side of objeot, moving from left to right. 

Snnll a rea 
"A Bluish

Green" 

Rear view, moving away. 

Th Ls 
U T.' 'C' -1. 
lljl 

Te.U.
:;:.i_c,;::t 
Red " 
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The construction of the object, according to Foulsho.m, "would probably be some 

metal thr.t is resistant to heat and friction. (It) could also be a common Jm.terial 
that would be surrounded by an extensive magnetic field or some method of equalizing 
the atmospheric pressure and gravitational pull. Its size would be approximately 
25' or 30' in diameter in the shape of a disc rather than a sphere or elliotic. It 
could be mad~ of some transparent substance, illuminated in its interior and this 
light glowing through all surfaces. Just imagine a large circular sign ••• completely 
lighted either internally or externally suspended for quite a distance below some 
aircraft." Hr. Foulsham added he felt "it ·was one of the UFOs that have been fre
quently seen. It is evidently manufactured and intelligently controlled." He est
imated its speed at from 90 to 100 mph, and its distance at 4000 feet from him. 

GIRVAN CHARGES SAUCERERS "ARROGANT" 
WAVENEY GIRVAN, prominent Brit ish UFOlogist and author of "Flying Saucers And 

Commonsense," one of the best of the books published on saucers, has charged that 
saucerers try to proceed too rapidly in their goal of gaining acceptance with the 
skeptics. Girvan, who has studied saucers for 10 years, has concentrated mainly on 
the problem of the skeptics and the reasons for their disbelief trying to unravel the 
mystery of skepticism which exists in spite of evidence in support of UFOs. In a 
tape recording distributed by TAPE RECORDED UFO INFOR}·Tfi.TION SERVICE (DR. ADOLPH G. 
DITT~ffiR, Director, Au Sable Forks, N. Y.) Girvan speaks for approximately 20 minutes. 
Portions from the tape are reprinted here. 

In England a newspaper ran a public opinion poll, and found that about l~fo of 
those ouostioned were 'believers.' Girvan estimates the comparable figure in the 
u.s. to be "not hip-her than 20fo, and considerably lower in other countries. He asks, 
"Why should we ••• convert ••• disbelievers? ••• is this just mental arrogance? ••• If so, I 
doubt whether we shall make much progress ••• " He says there is such arrogance, and 
it is delaying the solution of the problem. Most 'proof' says Girvan, "Cannot even 
be held to be 'evidence'" and further research might produce "the evidence that v1ould 
(confound) tho skeptic." 

"To satisfy oneself is not the same thing necessarily as satisfying another," 
said Girvan, "particularly on this subject, where the will not to believe is so in
grained as to be, in some cases, almost pathological. To assert, without the support 
of evidence, is a form of mental arrogance" cautioned Girvan. 

He Pointed out,. that all governments "have said much the same sort of thing" in 
their infreruent utterance;-;;n flying saucers: "All. •• statements have been hesitant, 
often contradictory, and altogether unhelpful towards a solution of the mystery. 
Boiled down, it amounts to the fact that a percentage of the sightings cannot be ac
counted for in conventional terms. This percentage often varies. I've seen it given 
as 5fo, lOfo, and once ••• as high as 2o1o. Damn these percentages, I say; they are 
absolutely meaningless. Who chooses the lOOfo, anyway?" 

To the ruestion, "Is there 'a world-wide conspiracy of silence'?" Girvan answers 
"I very much doubt it, for this sort of double talk is just the sort of answer you 
get from any government department in England and, I suspect, in the United States as 
well, when someone starts asking questions to which there is no clear answer. This 
is known as 'passing the buck.' I think that in the attitude of government, there is 
much more evidence of a genuine puzzlement, than there is of suppression of the 
truth," stated Girvan. ''This is a much more convincing reply to the skeptic than the 
'flesh-creeper' line that the saucerer is so fond of shooting. And if he is honest 
with himself, he will have to admit," Girvan admonished, "that he has introduced this 
explanation to get himself out of a difficulty with his skeptical friend." 

He continues, "Not all the skeptics are fools. (They) can see through the hole 
r ~ the doughnut ••• if a saucer lands in my garden and I speak to its occupant, I may 
:C ?91 compelled to share the truth with the world at large, but unless I can support 
1;w story in some way or other I must not be surprised if I am considered a lunatic o:r, 
a liar. Even confirmed saucerer.s may hesitate to believe my unsupported statements. & 
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And why shouldn't they? Why should flying saucers be the one subject in the world 
where logic, common sense, and intellectual integrity can be throvm overboard? Why 
should the skeptic be treated as a fool? Why should the laws of evidence be scrap
ped? There are no valid answers to these questions," charges Girvan, "for the excel
lent reason that logic, common sense, evidences they all point to the fact that 
flying saucers do exist and that in all probability they aminate from somewhere out~ 
side our atmosphere. As yet we have no scientific proof as to their place of 
origin ••• " 

"Why is it so important," Girvan werrt on, "to convert the rmjority to our way 
of thinking? ••• If we could increase the percentage of believers in just one country 
to near ••• 5ofo or even slightly less, then we would break the government's ••• silence 
••• on the subject ••• If saucerers grew to a majority, then the government would be 
forced to reveal what it does know, and it could do so without fear of anything; of 
panic on the uart of the people; of ridicule; or of complete incredulity." Girvan 
pointed out tmt here, "The task is up to us in the first place." 

On one sidelight, the attitude of newspaper editors, Girvan answers the quest
ion, "Why are the papers at the momont so silent on the subject of flying saucers?" 
Girvan disclaims any evidence of a ' conspiracy,' saying "This just isn't true. Most 
of the editors I know are skeptics~ and they fear ridicule. Unless the sighting is 
either very good or has a nove l feature, the attitude of editors at the moment is 
that flying saucers a.re nothing more than last year's stunt. That is the only rea
son why the saucers haye not made headlines in England for such a long time. But 
there is no censor·ship. Any newspaper is absolutely free to print what it likes 
about saucers." G~rvar.. added this importc:>.nt pr,i:r_t, "The newspaper world contains 
people just like us all? and I would rem:i.•1d our listeners one;e again that the major
ity in this world of ours is still skepti::al,. '· 

To sum uu with his point~ Mr. Girvan sa id that the only way to change the minds 
of the skep-'cics, apparently, is to do it g;.~adually. "The old conviction," he said, 
"disappears, and a new lme, pArhaps in violent contradiction to the old, is born." 
The s keptic "will see the light one c~ay if you are tactful. If you are persuasive 
instead of pig-headed, ~rou can mke -'chat day tomorrow." 

PROFESSIONAL ASTRO~~O/v\ER Continued from page 5 

(1) See the article in this issuo about astronomers; also #2 below. 
( 2) There are t vvo poirr~ s which might be interj eded here~ 

!... Most a~rbronomer·s would prooably not b e focused at the distance where the 
objects nay be, and so wouldn't see the m. 

B. There are quite a few able men in the field who have spoken out on this 
subject; se 8 several articles in this issue illustrating this. 

{3) See the auotation from CSI NEVJS LETTER, this issue. 
( 4) Note the recently published remarks by Dr. Robert S. Richardson, of the Mt. 

Wilson Obser-vatory, ouoted elsewhere in this issue. 
(5) One cannot help thinking that while our contributor shows a welcome open mind, 

and the "best scientists" my proceed thusly, there nn1st be an overwhelming 
number of sub-rated ones who do not by any means. 

GRAY BARKER renorts in his January SAUCERIAN BULLETIN that Navy pilots under 1949 
orders will shoot to kill if saucers are encountered. Source of this statement is 
IRWIN R. VERMILLION, a CAA examiner. May I suggest that a CAA flight examiner is 
not a satisfactory source for such information. In addition the idea that just the 
Navy, or any service, is shoot in~! at saucars is mistaken. They are of course coi!J!!1_.;_t 4

• 

ed to identify all craft. But orders must come from the ground before guns can Pven 
be armed. Fortunately our flyers don't go around shooting at flying saucers. 
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Last year's balloon caught us all flatfooted with our transits down. It hung 
there in the sky for hours and haraly a one of us gave an accurate estimate of its 
apparent height when we later got together to discuss it. Two people with the simple 
protractor-typo instrument shown below could have produced a fairly good tracking 
record and three such finders at known locations with timed angle observations could 
have located the balloon's actual height within a few feet during its entire visual 
flight. No other instrument would have been necessary. 

Will we ever again get such a chance at a slow-moving object? Maybe not, but 
when the next UFO shovffl up, with one of these simple finders you can keep a record of 
its elevation angle by following the directions given. Thanks to CSI for the idea• 

(1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

{6 ) 

HERE 'S HOW IT'S DONE 

Sight along the straight edge in the direction of the arrow. 

Weighted thread hangs vertical. 

With straight edge lined up with object, clamp finger on string and 
read angle. 

Count "One thousand and .Q!!Q, one thousand and two, ••• " e"'tc., to get 
time in seconds, keeping straight edge of finder on object. 

At first opportunity read angle again noting the time between readings. 

Continue until object is lost to view or stops or disappears. Make a 
special effort to be accurate about this last point of location. 

With such a record ynu w~ill have not only an idea of the object's elevation an
gle, but also its angular velocity {from your observation point) in degrees of elev
ation per second. This information is extremely useful to us. 

Note: In the sketch below the part of the finder marked "Dmvn" is used when the 
object is belnw the horizontal from your position; that is if you're on a high build
ing, a mountain, or in an airplane, and the object appears lower than you are. 

·---
To ObJect~ --- ·--

: --·- for thread 

\ DOWN 

\ 

DEG 
:EEs 

I 
.... ..l., r 

....... _ ·J.....J .. 't:JJ-f.,_l. 
' ... >- ...... 

1\.ngle Finder m:tde of' 
': hirt cardboarrl, metal, or plastic 

I 
I Thread 

• Weight 
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